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ABSTRACT
HIGH POWER 121.6 NM RADIATION SOURCE FOR ADVANCED
LITHOGRAPHY

Jianxun Yan
Old Dominion University, 2005
Director: Dr. Mool C. Gupta

A novel high power 121.6 nm radiation source based on dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) has been developed for advanced lithography applications. The
discharge unit consists basically of a hollow tube made of a dielectric material with two
loop-electrodes wrapped on the outside of the tube. The discharge is generated inside the
tube by means of a 13.56 MHz RF power system. The discharge unit is located in a
vacuum chamber that provides a dynamic gas flow and windows for radiation
transmission.
A very intense and spectrally clean Lyman-a line at 121.6 nm was observed by
operating the DBD discharge in a mixture of high-pressure Ne (200 - 800 Torr) with a
small admixture of hydrogen (less than 0.1%). The hydrogen Lyman-a line at 121.6 nm
was emitted via near-resonant energy transfer between Ne excimer and H2 , which leads to
the dissociation of H 2 and the excitation of atomic hydrogen. The Lyman-a emission
intensity depends on the operating parameters of the discharge, such as gas pressure, gas
mixture, gas flow rate and discharge geometry. By optimizing these parameters, the
radiation power at 121.6 nm was maximized. A radiation source with 8 watts of optical
power at 121.6 nm wavelength with a narrow line width (AX < 0.03 nm) and stable
operation was achieved. Since the lamp operation is based on RF driven plasma, one
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method to increase the power was to couple more RF power in discharge. By applying a
proper RF network and optimizing the electrode area and gap, the RF reflection losses
were reduced to less than 2%. With the water-cooling circuit, the temperature of
discharge unit was maintained at room temperature and the lamp operation was able to
maintain over 100 hours o f continuous use.
The discharge was optimized by simulation using XOOPIC software, which
models the plasma as discrete macroparticles interacting with EM field. Some plasma
parameters, such as the spatial distribution of electrons and ions, electron energy and
density, were calculated from simulation. The results from simulation were in agreement
with our experimental measurements.

By modeling the operating parameters of the

discharge, such as pressure, discharge tube diameter, electrode area and gap, high
radiation power at 121.6 nm was achieved.
The lamp source was sent to MIT-Lincoln Lab for 121.6 nm lithography
applications. From the initial results of the experiments, patterns with 63 nm feature size
lines were obtained. One other application of lamp was explored where direct metal
pattern writing by VUV photodissociation of a palladium acetate (Pd(OCOCH 3 )2 , Pdac)
was achieved. Palladium metal pattern was directly written on glass substrate by using a
MgF2 mask, which has feature linewidth of 1 pm.
A stable, high power, and narrow spectral width radiation source has been
developed. It is suitable for photolithography and nanofabrication applications.
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1

CHARPTERI
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Lithography at 157 nm with fluorine lasers is widely considered as the last
generation o f conventional photolithography methods for sub-100 nm device fabrication
[1,2,3]. It is believed that 100 nm lithography and beyond will be performed with nextgeneration lithography (NGL) technologies such as extreme ultraviolet (—13 nm) [4,5],
electron beams [6], x-ray [7], and ion beams [8]. But these alternatives represent a more
radical deviation from the present optical-based technology, and thus they encounter
more engineering challenges. It has become apparent that a more mainstream extension
of optical lithography should be considered as well. One of the alternatives is 121.6 nm
technology [9]. Therefore the development of high intensity 121.6 nm light source
appears to be necessary for extension of optical lithography [10,11].
121.6

nm, Lyman-a line (2p2Po —» ls2S), is emitted from an atomic transition in

hydrogen, and is sufficiently of narrow spectral width for lithography. There are many
plasma-based methods, which can achieve 121.6 nm line emission. Examples are arc
discharge [12], microwave excited discharge [13], glow discharge [14], microhollow
cathode discharge [15], and laser-induced plasma [16]. Here we explore a discharge lamp
based on a novel variant of the Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) [17]. The DBD
configuration is characterized by the presence of at least one dielectric layer in the current
path between the electrodes and discharge space [18,19]. The dielectric barrier serves two
functions. It distributes the microdischarges evenly over the entire electrode area and it
limits the amount of charge and energy that can be fed into an individual filament. The
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2
plasma conditions of these microdischarges are ideal for excimer formation, in which
major fraction of the energy gained by the electrons in the electric field can be deposited
in excited atomic and molecular states. One important feature of the DBD is that the
plasma parameters can be influenced and thus optimized by external means. The reduced
electric field E/n (E - electrical field and n - gas density), which mainly controls the mean
electron energy, can be influenced by the pressure in the discharge, the electrode spacing
and voltage slope at breakdown. On the other hand, the electron density in a
microdischarge can be controlled again by pressure and the properties of the dielectric
barrier. The simplicity, versatility and low cost of the DBD make it attractive for
generating a Lyman-a line.
In this research a high power DBD-based 121.6 nm radiation source has been
developed [10,11]. By optimizing the lamp parameters such as gas pressure, discharge
tube diameter, electrode area and gap, the 121.6 nm radiation power can be maximized.
The 121.6 nm source has been evaluated for photolithography and the results indicated
that it is a reliable source for lithography below 100 nm feature size.
1.2 Optical Lithography
Optical lithography has been used over the past 30 years by the semiconductor
industry to generate small features, which determine the size of the electronic circuits on
semiconductor wafers [20]. The reduction in patterned feature size from 5 pm to the
current 0.13 pm and submicron in the near future have been the result of a remarkable
combination of improvements in all aspects of optical lithography. The optical imaging
systems employed in lithography have been designed and manufactured to have near
diffraction-limited performance, and therefore the resolution limits afforded by them can
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be estimated from diffraction theory. There are basically three imaging methods: contact
printing, proximity printing, and projection printing.
In the contact and proximity printing, light is directed through the mask and onto
the resist-coated substrate, which is held in direct contact or close proximity to the mask.
The theoretical resolution for a pattern of equal lines and spaces in contact/proximity
lithography is given by:
2

=3[A(s + 0.5J)]1/2

(1.3.1)

where, 2bmin = grating period,
s = width of gap between mask and resist surface,
d = resist thickness, and
X = exposure wavelength.
Assuming perfect contact in contact printing, s = 0, we have:
2bmn = 3 [ ( A d /2 ) f2

(1.3.2)

In proximity printing, the substrate is brought very close to the mask (about 10
pm), but does not touch it. The resist thickness is negligible compared to the substratemask separation, so the equation becomes:
(1.3.3)
From these equations, the obvious way to enhance resolution is to reduce the exposure
wavelength.
In contrast to contact and proximity printing, projection printing involves the
introduction o f extremely complicated lens elements into the optical system. But it
provides considerable benefits in optical lithography and it is the dominant form of
lithography in industry today. The most important performance parameters of the
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projection printer are resolution and depth of focus (DOF). The resolution or minimum
feature size is given by:
dvbi=kXINA

(1.3.4)

where &is a process variable with a typical value between 0.7 and 1.0, X is the exposure
wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture, which is given by:
NA = nsmG

(1.3.5)

where n is the index of refraction in the image medium, and 6 is the half-angle of the
cone of light converging to a point image at the substrate.
The depth of focus (DOF) is given by:
DOF = kX/2(NA)2

(1.3.6)

The DOF must be larger than any variations in the flatness of the photoresist surface.
From the resolution and DOF equations, one can sum up all the problems with the
promise of projection lithography: the way to increase resolution is to decrease the
wavelength, and to increase the numerical aperture of the lens. However, both of these
options have the effect o f decreasing the depth of focus. In the choice between reducing
the wavelength and increasing the numerical aperture, reducing wavelength causes less of
a decrease in DOF and therefore it should be preferable.
It is obvious that to reduce the feature size is to decrease the exposure
wavelength. Indeed, optical lithography has gradually evolved from using the visible
emission of mercury discharge lamp (g-line, 436 nm), to the near-UV emission of
mercury lamp (I-line, 365 nm), to the deep-UV emission of KrF excimer lasers (248 nm),
and recently to the even deeper-UV emission of the ArF excimer lasers (193 nm) [21,22],
The vacuum-UV (VUV) wavelength of F 2 excimer laser (157 nm) is rapidly emerging as
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the industry-preferred technology for the post-193 nm era [2,23]. At that point, the target
application is the 100 to 70 nm feature size generations. In the trend of this progress, it is
natural to explore further methods to reduce the lithography wavelength under 150 nm in
VUV range. The promising way to obtain such short wavelength emission is incoherent
excimer light from discharge sources. The 121.6 nm emission of atomic hydrogen, also
called Lyman-a line, is the most promising candidate.
1.3 VUV Excimer Emission
Comparing with excimer lasers [24], which are generally discharge pumped and
have efficiencies on the order of 1%, excimer lamps, which provide noncoherent
radiation, have a much higher efficiency, up to 40% [19]. The photon emission from
excimer lamps is based on the mechanisms of excimer formation. All rare gas atoms have
a % electronic ground state. The lowest lying electronically excited state manifold
results from the excitation of one of the valance np-electrons ( n = 2, 3, 4, 5 for Ne, Ar, Kr,
Xe ) to the next higher ( n+1) s-level. This results in four “P-states”, which are most
appropriately described in an intermediate angular momentum coupling scheme. Two of
the four “P-states” are metastable. Excimer (excited dimmer) molecules are formed via
three-body collisions involving a metastable rare gas atom and two ground state atoms.
An excimer molecule has at least one stable bound excited state and a repulsive ground
state. The conditions for efficient excimer formation require: 1) a sufficiently large
number of electrons with energies above the threshold for the formation of metastable
rare gas atoms; 2) high pressure in order to have a sufficiently high rate of three-body
collisions; and 3) exceptional purity of the gas to prevent quenching of the long-lived
metastable atoms. Excimer emissions occur from the bound excimer state to the repulsive
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ground state. Rare gas excimer emission spectra are dominated by the so-called second
1

3

excimer continua which are the result of transitions from the lowest lying £u and 2u
excimer states of the pure gases to the repulsive ground state. The peak in the second
continua of different rare gases are at wavelengths of 172 nm (Xe), 146 nm (Kr), 126 nm
(Ar), and 84 nm (Ne) [18].
There are several versions of excimer lamps that can generate the excimer
emission. The microhollow cathode discharge, is one of excimer lamps with simple in
design, low cost, high efficiency and compact [25,26,27]. It is characterized by hollow
structure scaled to be several hundreds of micrometer. However, the most common one is
dielectric barrier discharge, which generates excimer radiation in pulsed filamentary or
micro discharges between two electrodes, one or both of them covered with a dielectric
layer. The pulse duration of microdischarges is in the nanosecond range. This discharge
has a simple design, can be compact or large, and has high efficiency with high optical
power. Because the discharge and the electrodes are insulated by the dielectric layers, so
lamps based on the barrier discharge can have long lifetime and very good power stability.
These lamps can meet the requirements for photolithography applications. In our
experiment, we designed a DBD based lamp to obtain a high intensity 121.6 nm Lymana line.
1.4 Lyman-a Line Radiation
We note that because of the nature of the excimer emissions as continua, excimer
emissions are inherently not as narrow as atomic line emissions, but have a typical width
o f several nanometers, e.g. the Ar2 * excimer emission at 126 nm is in fact a more than 25
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ran wide band extending from 113 to 139 nm. The design of catadioptric optical system is
required for this source to be suitable for photolithography.
Due to the high excitation energy of rare-gas ions or excited rare-gas atoms, the
Lyman-a line can be obtained under various excitation conditions when trace amount of
hydrogen is added to rare-gas. For example, intense Lyman-a was observed in He-H2
mixture near atmospheric pressure [28]. Argon/hydrogen mixture in low-pressure glowdischarge has been investigated to generate VUV for the photochemical treatment of
polymer surfaces [14]. Energy transfer form neon ion to hydrogen molecules has been
studied by an e-beam induced light source to obtain strong intense Lyman-a line [29].
Neon-hydrogen mixture in a high-pressure discharge was shown to be a very efficient
and selective method for generating Lyman-a [30], The process of neon excimer
formation, the resonant energy transfer from neon excimer molecules to molecular
hydrogen and subsequent light emission are shown as follows:
Ne + e' -> Ne+ + 2e\

(1.5.1)

Ne+ + 2 Ne -»■ Ne 2 + + Ne,

(1.5.2)

Ne2+ + e

(1.5.3)

Ne* + Ne,

where Ne denotes a metastable neon atom. Alternatively, Ne* can be the product of
direct electron impact,
Ne + e' -»• Ne* + e'

(1.5.4)

Neon excited molecular complexes without stable ground states, also called excimer, are

formed by three-body reaction of a metastable neon atom and two atoms in the ground
state,
Ne* + Ne + N e -> Ne2 * + Ne.
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(1.5.5)

8
Resonant energy transfer from Ne2* ( excited state gap = 14.8 ± 0.8 ev) to molecular
hydrogen leads to H2 dissociation (4.48 ev) and excitation of hydrogen atom H* (10.2
ev),
Ne2* + H2

2Ne + H + H* (n = 2).

(1.5.6)

Excited hydrogen atoms spontaneously emit the Lyman-a line,
H* —» H + ho (121.6 nm).

(1.5.7)

The hydrogen Lyman-a emission at 121.6 nm has several attractive features for
photolithography applications, 1) a favorable wavelength at 121.6 nm for the generation
of small feature sizes below 0.1 pm, 2) the possibility of stable, cw operation, 3) a very
narrow natural line width of about 0.0001 nm, so that there is no need to use a
wavelength selective device such as a grating to produce a sufficiently narrow linewidth,
which reduces the availability intensity considerably, and 4) the possibility of having a
source “sealed o ff’ from its environment with a LiF or MgF2 window.

1.5 Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 1 presents the historical trend of optical lithography. The extension of
optical lithography with a much shorter wavelength under 157 nm would be a candidate
for next-generation lithography. 121.6 nm Lyman-a radiation from excimer discharge
could be the potential reliable source for lithography.
Chapter 2 introduces several of VUV radiation sources including, excimer lasers,
synchrotron radiation sources, and plasma radiation sources.
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Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup of the lamp, a novel DBD-based VUV
discharge source. It covers the structure of lamp chamber, the configuration of spectral
and optical power measurements, and the gases inlet/outlet and pumping system.
Chapter 4 is the description of source characterizations. First we presented a
discharge model and electrical circuit of RF-driven discharge. Then, experimental results
were presented, including spectra, optical power, stability, beam profile, and associated
discharge parameters. Finally, the simulation results were presented.
Chapter 5 presents two applications of the 121.6 nm lamp, 121 nm lithography
and direct metal pattern writing by VUV photodissociation. The 121 nm lithography
application was performed by MIT Lincoln Lab. Patterns with feature size under sub
micron were obtained by using the 121.6 nm source. The direct metal pattern writing was
performed in our lab with the lithography facility. Palladium patterns with feature size of
1 pm were obtained by dissociating palladium acetate to palladium.
Chapter 6 summarizes this project and puts forward suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER II
VUV RADIATION SOURCES
Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectra region extends from 100 nm to 200 nm,
namely from the onset of atmospheric absorption at approximately 190 nm to the short
wavelength cut-off of suitable window materials at around 105 nm [31]. This division of
the electromagnetic spectrum is useful, since experiments involving VUV radiation
require certain experimental conditions - for example chambers or beam pipes must be
evacuated or purged of air, and may need window and differential pumping. The
applications o f VUV radiation is of increasing interest in basic technology, because this
relative narrow range o f wavelengths spans a broad and important range of photon
energies: 6 -12 eV which corresponds to the energies of many atomic and molecular
states. For this reason, VUV radiation has important applications in spectroscopy and
photochemistry.
The excited states of many atomic and molecular species lie at energies of several
eV and thus there are a lot of sources to generate the VUV radiation [32]. These sources
cover lasers, synchrotron radiation, and plasmas. In this chapter, an overview of the VUV
spectral region and a description of existing techniques for generating VUV radiation and
its measurement will be presented.
2.1 Excimer Formation and Excimer Lasers
The development of excimer laser systems marked a significant turning point in
the development of VUV coherent sources. The physical mechanisms underlying these
laser systems is based on the mechanisms of excimer molecules [24].
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The interaction of the ground states of two closed-shell systems (atoms or
molecules) is usually repulsive except for a weak long-range van der Waals or
electrostate interaction. But the interaction of an excited state with the ground state of the
same fragments can form a strong chemical bond. This excited state bound has been
called an excimer (excited dimmer) that is a slightly bound excited molecular state of
complexes that do not possess a stable ground state [33]. The bonding of the excited state
can be classified into three extreme regions. There are bound covalent, Rydberg, and
charge transfer excimer states. Covalent bonding occurs when a pair of electrons share a
bonding orbital that is distributed over the two atoms [34]. The group II homonuclear
molecules such as Hg2 , Mg2 provide examples of this type of bonding. The Rydberg
orbitals are diffuse and have relatively little molecular bonding or anti-bonding
characteristics [35,36]. The basic bonding behavior of the Rydberg molecular state is,
therefore, determined by the bonding characteristics of the limiting positive ion curve.
Rare gases excimer states provide the example of Rydberg excimers. Charge transfer
excited states are well known in the case of the rare gas halides [37,38]. It is likely that
such states are very widespread. They result when the ionization potential of the electron
donor is relatively high such that the ion-pair asymptote is so high in energy relative to
the neutral atom asymptote that the Coulombic attraction is insufficient to make the ionpair state the ground state.
All rare gases can form a slightly bound excited dimer lying about 8 -20 eV above
the repulsive ground state. The kinetics of excimer systems are rather complex, involving
several ground state and molecular species, several ionic species, and a large number of
atomic and molecular species [39,40,41,42,43]. The mechanism of excimer forming can
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be viewed as a sequence of collisional energy exchanges. Fig. 2.1 portrays a schematic
diagram of this sequence. We use xenon as a specific case, but the conclusions also apply
to other noble gases. The high energy electrons ionize or excite the xenon gas in reactions
such as,
e + X e —^ X e ++ 2e

(2.1.1)

e~ + X e ^ > X e +e~.

(2.1.2)

The secondary electrons created will have a mean energy of five to seven electron volts
depending on the gas. At the high pressure (at atmosphere), three-body association to
form the molecular ion is rapid through the process
Ae+ + 2 Ae -> Xe} + X e .

(2.1.3)

Subsequently, a dissociative recombination reaction quickly forms an excited neutral in a
dissociating state,
A <?2 + c —^

^ Xe + X e .

(2.1.4)

Typical rate constants for this process are 10'6 cm3s'1 and decrease with increasing
electron temperature. In xenon, the repulsive curves that cross the lower vibrational levels
of the molecular ion lead to xenon atoms in 6p states. Three-body association reactions,
which are rapid at high pressures, then lead to formation of bound molecular levels,
which has energy of roughly 8 eV (Fig. 2.2) [44].
X e " + 2 Xe ->• We * + Ae

(2.1.5)

Under suitable discharge conditions excimers decay within nanoseconds and emits VUV
radiation, peaking at 172 nm,
X e \ - > 2 Xe + h v

(A = 172

nm) .
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At high pressure the formation process are fast compared with the radiant decay times,
thereby enabling the kinetic chain to produce a high-density population inversion.

+

2X

2X

X ( 1S)
M OLECULAR

ATOMIC

FIG. 2.1 Energy levels relevant to noble gas excimer production.
X refers to any noble gas except helium (ref. 24).
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FIG. 2.2 Simplified potential energy diagram of xenon (ref. 44).

From the reactions, one can conclude that to form excimers, atoms and molecules
must first be brought to an excited state or ionic state. The atoms and molecules are
excited and ionized by high-energy electrons through collisional energy transfer. The
excimers are generated by means o f a three-body process where the excited atom reacts

with two atoms that are generally in the ground state. As for any three-body process, the
collision rate increases with pressure, making high-pressure operation mandatory for
efficiency excimer generation. Excimer formation mainly depends on these two
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conditions, a) high-energy electrons which can excite the ground state atoms to an excited
level; and b) relatively high pressure which makes three-body collision more favorable.
Excimer decay mechanisms
The fluorescence decay of excimers is mainly dependent on the condition of
pressure. The rare gases have two low-lying, but separated excimer states, both of which
may radiate; they are the 1 E* state that dissociates to 3P} and lS 0 atoms and the 3 £* state
that dissociates to

3

P2and 1S 0. Taking xenon as an example we can clearly show the

transition from the resonance line at 147 nm to first continuum at 150 nm and finally to
second continuum at about 172 nm with rising pressure [19]. The resonance line
dominating at low pressure (50 mbarr) results from a transition 3P{- lS 0, the first
continuum appearing at 100 mbarr corresponds to transitions from vibrationally excited
excimer states ( 1 2

* , 3

£*) to the shallow minimum of the ground state potential resulting

in emission around 150 nm. At higher pressure, the second continuum at 172 nm increase
since the vibrational relaxation rate is higher than that of the first continuum emission
process (Fig. 2.3).
The change o f the emission characteristics from resonance line to first and second
continuum corresponds to a visible change of discharge modes. At low pressure, the
discharge appears to be a homogeneously radiating glow discharge; at medium pressure,
microdischarges emerges on a continuous background; and at high pressure, the
discharge ends with many bright microdischarges dominating.
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FIG. 2.3 Part o f the potential energy diagram of xenon and corresponding
excimer emission (ref. 19).

Although the radiative lifetimes of these two states ( 1 Z * , 3

) are appreciably

different, both contribute to the fluorescence observations. Table 2.1 shows the lifetime
data for different excimers from the review of Lorents [39],
Several experiments have been made to examine the decay rate of the excimer
emission at relatively high excitation densities. At low pressure, the decay rate is low and
rises with increasing pressure asymptotically to a limiting value. For xenon, this
asymptotic value is

6

± 1x 107 s~‘. This agrees with the value that would be derived

assuming that complete population equilibrium exists between the triplet and singlet
excimer states. The inverse of the decay time becomes
i =
t

4 r3

4 r.

s 5 .2 x 1 0 V 1
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where
and

3/ 4

and % are the fractional population of the triplet and singlet populations, and r 3

t xare

the triplet and singlet lifetimes. Electrons are an important factor in

establishing this equilibrium. In the presence of an electron beam, the relatively hot
plasma electrons will rapidly mix the excimer states as well as their precursors. In
addition to the excimer radiative decay, excimer density can be reduced through several
other processes, such as super-elastic collision, photoionization, and quenching by neutral
atoms.

Table 2.1 Radiative lifetimes of excimer states
Excimer
Ne\

lK
[ns]
2.8

Ar*

Kr*

4.2 ±0.13

-

Xe]

5.5 ±1.0
-

Ref.
[ps]
5.1
11.9
12 ± 6
6.62
2.8

3.7
3.2 ±0.3
4.0 ±2.0
3.22
1.7
0.3
0.36 ±0.16
0.35
0.09 ±0.05
0.10±0.05
0.140 ±0.45

[45]
[46]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[46]
[47]
[49]
[51]
[46]
[47]
[50]
[46]
[46]

Depending on the excimer medium, excimer lasers emit light at several
characteristic wavelengths from between 100 nm to 400 nm. Argon excimer radiation has
a peak at 126 nm and krypton eximer radiation has a peak at 146 nm. Besides rare gases
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excimer, there are also halogen dimmers (F2 *, CI2 *, Br2 *, I2 *), and rare-gas halogen
excimers (ArCl*, KrCl*, ArF*, KrF*, ArBr*, and so on). F2 * has strong emission at 157
nm and ArF* at 193 nm [52]. Table 2.2 lists some of the excimer species, the wavelength
of the intense laser transitions, and the type of excitation scheme used for each
wavelength.

Table 2.2 Selected excimer laser transitions
Laser Excimer Emission
species

Excitation Scheme

Wavelength
(nm)

Electric
Discharge

Electron Beam

E-beam
Controlled
Discharge

Ar*

126

X

Kr*

146

X

K

157

Xe2

172

ArCl*

175

X

A rF *

193

X

X

KrCl*

2 2 2

X

X

K rF*

248

X

X

XeBr

282

XeCl*

308

X

X

X

XeF*

351

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
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The excimer transitions in the rare gases or rare-gas halogen have been used to
provide powerful, tunable VUV laser radiation. These laser systems require very high
pump power densities due to the short lifetime of the upper laser level (20-50 ns), and to
date laser oscillation has been demonstrated only in electron beam pumped systems with
typically 0.5 - 2 MeV electrons at 0.3 - 7 kA in a 0.5 - 5 ns excitation pulse. The rare gas
excimer lasers operate at high pressures since the upper laser level is formed by threebody reactions. Thus, the high pump power density is necessary to achieve laser
oscillation in the vacuum ultraviolet.
Several different approaches have been used to pump excimer laser gain media.
These schemes include: 1) direct excitation by a high-energy electron beam; 2) excitation
by an electric discharge controlled by an electron beam; 3) direct high-voltage electric
discharge excitation; and 4) excitation by optical pumping with another laser beam.

2.2 Synchrotron Radiation Source and Free-EIectron Laser (FEL)
Synchrotron radiation is a very bright, broadband, polarized, pulsed source of
light extending from the infrared to the x-ray [53]. It is an extremely important source of
VUV radiation. It is well known from classical theory of electricity and magnetism that
accelerating charges emit electromagnetic radiation [54, 55]. In the case of synchrotron
radiation, relativistic electrons are accelerated in a circular orbit (storage ring) and emit
electromagnetic radiation. In electron storage rings there are three possible sources of
synchrotron radiation: dipole (bending) magnets; wigglers, which act like a sequence of
bending magnets with alternating polarities; and undulators, which are also multi period
alternating magnet systems but in which the beam deflection are small, resulting in
coherent interference of the emitted light.
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Free-EIectron Laser (FEL) is an intense, powerful laser light that can be tuned to a
precise color or wavelength. Because the electrons are freed of atoms in an accelerator,
free-electron lasers absorb and release energy at any wavelength. The key components of
a free-electron laser oscillator include an electron accelerator, which accelerates electrons
to high energy, and a wiggler, which “wiggles” the electrons [56]. The interaction
between the electron beam and the output radiation field in an FEL is mediated by a
periodic wiggler magnetic field. When the electron beam traverses the wiggler magnetic
field, it is periodically accelerated transversely and initially emits incoherent radiation. If
the electron beam is longitudinally bunched, the coherent radiation emits. The
accelerating electrons radiate, and mirrors feedback the optical power at the chosen
wavelength until it is amplified and gains the nonlinear saturations. A portion of the light
can be transmitted through one mirror for external use by the optical cavity.
Free-electron lasers can be operated over virtually the entire electromagnetic
spectrum from microwaves through the ultraviolet and up to an average power levels of
kilowatts. FEL can be controlled more precisely than conventional lasers to produce
intense powerful light in brief bursts with extreme precision. There are many laboratories,
such as Jefferson Lab (USA)[57], DESY (Germany), Argonne (USA), JAERI (Japan),
SLAC (USA), and so on, have built free-electron lasers. Some of them are VUV FELs
with very high intensity radiation [58,59].

2.3 Plasma Radiation
Plasma radiation sources radiate both spectral line and continuum spectrum in
VUV region. Most of the spectral line radiation emitted by gaseous plasmas stems from
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atomic processes. In this section, we start with atomic spectroscopy for plasma and then
describe all kinds of laboratory discharge sources.
2.3.1 Atomic Spectroscopy
Atoms have specific allowed energy levels determined by the rules of quantum
mechanics [60]. An isolated atom such as hydrogen has a potential energy that derives
from the Coulomb law of attraction between the proton and the electron. There are an
infinite number of discrete levels with energies

( 2 . 1. 8)

where mr is the reduced mass of the atom, e is the electron charge, Z is the number of
protons in the nucleus, and fi is Planck’s constant. The computation of the energy levels
of more complex atom is difficult, because of the interactions among the electrons and
the effects of electron spin. All atoms have discrete energy levels with energy differences
that typically lie in the optical region. Some of the energy levels of He and Ne atoms are
illustrated in FIG. 2.5.
Each atom in a collection continuously undergoes random transitions among its
different energy levels. The undergoing downward or upward transitions between its
energy levels make an atom emit or absorb a photon. The photon energy due to an energy
transition between two energy levels is
AE = E 2 - E 1 - h v
where h is the Planck’s constant and v is the frequency.
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FIG. 2.5 Energy levels of He and Ne atoms (ref. 60).

There are three forms of interaction between photon and atoms - spontaneous
emission, absorption, and stimulated emission. Spontaneous emission is an independent
transition that the atom is initially in the upper energy level and release its energy in the
form of a photon. Absorption is a transition induced by a photon that the atom transits
from lower energy to upper energy level. Finally, if the atom is in the upper energy level
and contains a photon, the atom may be stimulated to emit another photon in the same
mode. Photon emission may also be induced by the presence of the external sources of
energy, such as an external source of light, and an electron current or a chemical reaction.
The excited atoms can emit light called luminescence light.
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The emission intensity at a specific radiation line is dependent on transition
probabilities and the number density of excited atoms in the upper level. Table 2.3 shows
some spectra lines of hydrogen atom and oxygen at wavelength

1 0 0

nm to 130 nm.

Table 2.3 Radiative transitions and atomic lines (from Atomic Spectra Database of
NIST) [61].
Spec

W aveleng

th
Vac. (A)

Rel.
Int.

Aki

Acc.

Ej —Ek
(cm1)

Configurations

0.

Is - 3p

97492.32
0.

ls-2p

(10® s'1)

HI

1025.7
22

300

1.67
2

A
A’

HI

1215.6
68

1000

6.265

A
A’

01

1302.1
68

900

3.41

A

82259.28
0.
76794.98

01

1304.8
58

600

2.03

A

158.265
76794.98

01

1306.0
29

300

0.676 A

226.977
76794.98

2sz 2 /

Terms

Ji-Jk

&-gk

2S 2P°

1/2“
3/2

2-4

/ "

2-4

1

2s 2P°

1 2

TP
Refs

1

3/2

3P 3S°

2-1

5-3

2,5,
LS

2s2 2p4 2s22p3 (4S°)
3s

3p _

1-1

3-3

2,5,
LS

2s1 2p4 2s1 2p3(4S°)
3s

3P 3S°

0-1

1-3

2,5,
LS

2s2 2p3 (4S°
)3s
3S°

Where the column Spec, means the selected stage of ionization of that element;
Wavelength is in vacuum region; Rel. Int. means relative intensity of that radiation; Aki
means the transition strengths; Acc. means the accuracy of transition strength (A is the
highest level); and E, —E k means the lower level and upper level energies. The next two

columns show the configurations and terms of the lower and upper levels; JpJk mean
the total electronic angular momentum of the lower and upper level; and gj-gk mean
lower level statistical weight(gj = 2J;+1) and upper level statistical weight (gk = 2Jk+l).
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For example, Lyman-a line at 121. 6 nm is a hydrogen atomic line that transits from 2p2Po
2

8

1

to Is S, has the relative intensity of 1000, transition probability of 6.265x10' s ' , and
transition energy of 82259.286 cm' 1 or 10.2 eV.
2.3.2 Discharge Sources
Plasma sources in a laboratory can provide glow discharges, dielectric barrier
discharges, wall stabilized arcs, inductively coupled plasma sources, electron cyclotron
resonance ion sources, electron-beam excitation sources, capillary discharges, and hollow
cathode discharges. All of these discharges may have different ways to excite bound
atomic or molecular states and to ionize constituents of the discharge, but they all will
radiate both spectral line radiation and continuum radiation. In some cases, the source
conditions can be controlled so one or the other of these types of radiation may dominate.
The choice of a source often depends on which type of radiation is desired. For example,
if a source exhibits a stable well-characterized continuum spectrum in VUV region, then
this source could be used as a secondary radiometric calibration standard throughout this
spectral region [62]. If the discharge emits primarily narrow, well-know spectral lines,
then it might be used as a wavelength calibration source for spectrometers. If the source
exhibits line shape with a Gaussian profile, this may be due to the random thermal motion
of the emitting atom, which is proportional to its thermal temperature [63].
Glow Discharge is a source that produces enhanced neutral and ion line emission
in the VUV spectral by exploiting the principle of the charge particle oscillator [64,65].
The original use o f the charged particle oscillator was the production of ion beams. The
nature o f the sources is that free electrons inside a cylindrical electrode (cathode) follow
oscillatory trajectories, passing between two wires (anodes), which are coaxial to the
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cylinder. Because of this oscillating mode, the electron collisional mean free path can be
much longer than the dimensions of the cylinder. The discharge is maintained at low
pressures with DC or AC high voltage supply, and can radiation atomic lines depending
on the type of gas. These discharges can emit VUV radiation by electron impact
ionization and excitation of gases at low pressures.
Wall Stabilized Arc Sources are capable of generating stable plasmas in the
temperature range from 6,000 to 25,000 K and high electron density with high gas
pressure. Arc discharge has been used to investigate the properties of plasmas, including
their stability [66,67]. Their high radiative outputs have made this discharge an important
tool in the studies of thermal equilibrium, atomic physics, and quantitative spectroscopy.
Because o f its high reproducible and stable output, its continuum emission can be
calibrated with respect to a primary radiometric standard and used as a transfer
radiometric source standard. Wall stabilized arc have been used primarily on the VUV
spectral region with a transmitting window as the high-pressure-vacuum interface. The
spectral output of the discharge typically consists of a recombination continuum, possibly
excimer continua with rare gases, as well as line spectra [6 8 ]. Deuterium arc lamp is the
most widely used source that continuously emits VUV light in the Lyman band of
molecular hydrogen and the hydrogen recombination continuum [69].
Electron Cyclotron Resonance Sources occur at the conditions of a magnetic
field conjunction with a microwave frequency electric field to a gas, where these
conditions enhance the plasma breakdown. The absorbed power supplied to such
magnetized plasmas reaches a maximum near the plasma electron cyclotron resonance
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(ECR) frequency [70]. The ECR frequency, Vec, is given in terms of the applied magnetic
induction by
vec = eB / 2n me = 27.9922 x B (GHz).

(2.1.10)

At an rf frequency o f 2.45 GHz, the value of B is 87.5 mT. Therefore, the power input to
a rf generated plasma can be enhanced by applying a relatively small magnetic field. The
concept of electron cyclotron resonance plasma generation have been applied to make ion
sources of highly charged ions, to provide heating in fusion plasmas, and to produce lowtemperature, high-density plasmas for semiconductor processing. This charge can also
produce VUV radiation [71,72], An example of microwave discharge used in
photoelectron spectroscopy and enhanced by the application of an external magnetic field
have demonstrated the effectiveness of this method to generate higher level of ionization
and thus shorter wavelength in the VUV region [73].
Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) Sources are primarily used in the generation
of spectra for species identification and concentration determination [74, 75]. The
concept for producing spectra from an ICP is generally that the material to be studied is
introduced into the flow o f a carrier gas by gas injection, aerosol or evaporation. The
plasma is established in an enclosed region surrounded by an inductive coil powered by a
rf power supply. The VUV spectra have been investigated with an ICP. One example was
to use this source as a quantitative analytical tool for nonmetallic species identification
and as a source of emission of argon spectral lines emanating from metastable

3

P2and

3Pj states [76],
The Capillary Discharge is generated in a small dielectric tube, such as 2 mm
i.d. and 60 mm long AI2 O3 tube [77,78]. The discharge is operated at a pressure about
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100 Pa, and could provide high flux VUV photons. The power supply utilized to sustain a
discharge in the capillary is a variable voltage and current-stabilized supply up to

6

kV

and 200 mA. The discharge is primarily operated in He or Ne and produced both the He I
and He II or Ne I and Ne II line spectra.
Hollow Cathode Sources are a special type of glow discharges that have a
dominant negative glow [79,80]. The cathode is shaped like a hollow cylinder with a
diameter of approximately 10 mm. The buffer gas pressure is chosen so that the negative
glow fills the volume of the hollow cathode to create a thin cathode fall covering the
interior surface of the cathode with a thickness of typically 1 mm or less. Most of the
electric potential of the discharge is dropped within cathode fall, so that the inner volume
of the cathode is nearly field free. Electrons emitted from the surface of the cathode
acquire nearly the full potential energy by passing through the cathode fall. A proper gas
pressure is chosen so that the mean free path of the electrons is larger than the diameter
of the hollow cathode. The electrons oscillate between the two opposing cathode falls
until their kinetic energy is transferred to the gas atoms by collision. The electrons have
sufficient energy to ionize the atoms of buffer gases that fill the interior of the hollow
cathode. Because of the features of the hollow cathode source, it is particularly suitable as
a windowless VUV radiation source that can be calibrated as a radiometric secondary
source standard [81,82,93,84].
In Penning Discharge Sources the discharge is generated by the application of a
strong magnetic field parallel to the electric field of the cathode fall [85], The magnetic
field forces the electrons in the discharge to gyrate around the magnetic field lines when
they move along the electric field. In this way the effective pathlength of the electron in
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the discharge is greatly enhanced and thus the collision probability with a neutral atom is
increased.
Electron-beam Excitation Sources are the discharges that a high-energy electron
beam forms an electron gun pass through the buffer gases and excites and ionizes the gas
to create the discharge [86,87]. A highly stable source of VUV line radiation can be
obtained by the electron-beam excitation and without the problem of the erosion of the
cathode. With sufficient accuracy of the target gas density from pressure and temperature
measurements, energy and current of the exciting electrons, observed length of the
electron beam, and solid angle of observation, the electron-beam excitation sources can
be used as a radiometer source standard [8 8 ].

2.3. 3 Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD)
Dielectric Barrier Discharges (DBDs) are also referred as Silent Discharges that
are a type of non-equilibrium gas discharges created between two electrodes, at least one
o f which is covered by an insulator [18]. The spacing between the electrodes is typically
a few millimeters and the pressure of operation ranges from 0.1 to 10 bars. Fig. 2.6 shows
the typical configurations of DBD. As a voltage is applied to the gap, a breakdown is
attributed to the buildup of high local electric fields in the space charge along the surface
o f the insulator. This can produce an avalanche of electrons resulting in a thin, nearly
cylindrical conductive filament (micordischarge) from the cathode to the anode, and these
filamentary discharges occur over the entire surface of the insulator. Each discharge will
transport tens to thousands of picocoulombs of charge with a current density of several
hundred amperes per square centimeter. That results in a plasma with characteristics of
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electron density from approximately

1 0 14

cm' 3 to greater than

1 0 15

cm ' 3 and with mean

electron energies ranging from 1 eV to greater than 10 eV. The dielectric barrier serves
two functions: 1 ) distributing the micro discharges evenly over the entire electrode area,
and 2 ) limiting the amount o f charge and energy that can be fed into an individual micro
discharge.
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Fig. 2.6 Basic geometries of DBD.

Dielectric Barrier discharges are ideally suited for excimer generation. Based on
this discharge one can build efficient high-intensity light sources operating in the VUV
region. The spectrum from DBD discharge consists of resonance spectral line and
excimer continua. In suitable discharge geometries and gas mixtures, the microdischarges
can present an ideal environment for excimer formation. In principle, the double-walled
Siemens tube sources, planar sources with flat dielectrics and cylinder tube sources have
been used to meet different applications. Different pure rare gases and gas mixtures are
used to produce different wavelength radiations [9,10,11,17,90].
Here we use the Xe\ excimer as an example for pure rare gases [91], Under
electron bombardment in xenon at sufficiently high pressure, a slightly bound excimer
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with an excitation energy of roughly

8

eV is formed. Under suitable discharges

conditions (mainly dependent on pressure), it decays within nanoseconds and emits VUV
radiation, peaking at 172 nm (second continuum) with a half-width of 1 2 nm.
From the model calculations, the intrinsic efficiencies in excess of 40% at low
electron densities and reduced fields close to 50 Td (1 Td = 10' 17 Vcm2) have been
obtained [18]. According to the experimental results, an intrinsic efficiency of 15 ~ 30%
was obtained. Photon fluxes up to 1017 per second and per cm 2 of electrode surface can
be achieved. The DBD discharge in xenon is a powerful incoherent VUV source, the
photon energy of which is high enough to split most chemical bonds.
A large number o f other excimers can be formed in DBD discharges. Other rare
gas dimers ( A r*, Kr*), halogen dimers ( F *, Cl*2, Br*, /*), rare-gas halogen excimers
( ArCl*, KrCl*, XeCl*, A rF *, K rF *, ArBr*, KrI*), as well as mercury rare gas excimers,
were excited. In many cases narrowband VUV radiation of remarkable efficiency was
obtained.
There are a number of photochemical and photophysical processes that require
intense VUV radiation in certain well-defined spectral regions. VUV curing of certain
polymers, paints, and adhesives is already a widespread application of VUV radiation.
Photochemical synthesis and the degradation of toxic substances may also be of interest.
An extremely fast expanding field is the VUV-induced deposition of thin metal,
dielectric, or semiconductor layers [92,93,94]. Especially in applications in which

structured material deposition is desired, VUV-induced deposition techniques can
provide straightforward, elegant solutions. Some narrowband VUV excimer sources can
be applied as a source for advanced lithography applications [10,11,95]. In many of these
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applications, lasers are the obvious choice for laboratory experiments. However, for
industrial applications in which large areas or large volumes have to be irradiated,
incoherent excimer VUV sources driven by dielectric barrier discharges may have
definite advantages, which could include high reliability, scalability to very high VUV
powers, and reduced costs per VUV photon.
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Chapter III
DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1 Lamp System
The experimental setup consisted of a discharge unit, a monochromator, a
detector, gas inlet and outlet assembly, a pump system, and an RF power supply with
impedance matching network. The system is schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 3.2
shows a photograph o f experimental setup. The discharge tube was connected to two
flanges by two O-rings in order to be able to vacuum-seal the tube. The tube was fixed on
a 3 3/8” six-way cross stainless steel cube, on which the monochromator and the photo
detector were mounted. The monochromator was connected to the cube chamber by a
flange adapter, where a window could be installed. The system could be either with a
window or windowless. For Lyman-a line, a LiF or an MgF2 window was used to
transmit the radiation, because their cut-off wavelengths are 105 and 115 nm,
respectively. On the other side of the cube, the gas inlet flange, a filter and a silicon
photodiode, were mounted. The discharge was ignited with a RF power supply (Model
RF5S, RF VII, Inc.) that consists of a 13.56 MHz RF generator and an impedance
matching network. For increased efficiency, the impedance of the discharge and that of
the RF generator need to be matched. For this purpose, an RF cable from matching
network was directly connected to the anode and an RF wattmeter (Model 43 from BIRD
Electronic Corp.) was used to measure the RF input power. An ac current probe (Mode

P6021 from Tektronix Inc.) was looped around the cable to measure the discharge
current.
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F lo w m eters
Ne + H2

J
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FIG. 3.1 Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. (A) quartz tube, (B)
chamber, (C) monochromator, (D) gas inlet and outlet flange, (E) filter, (F)
semiconductor detector, (G, H, I) valve, (J) turbo pump, (K) roughing
pump, (L) RF generator, (M) matching network.

VUV
Monochromator

Impedance
Matching

Chamber
Si Detector

Generator
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FIG. 3.2 Photograph of the experimental setup.
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3.2 Discharge Tube and Electrodes
The discharge geometry used in our experiments was a cylinder, featuring a
hollow dielectric

(A I2 O 3

or quartz) tube and two copper-ring electrodes wrapped around

the outer surface of the tube (FIG. 3.3). Both electrodes, anode and cathode, were watercooled to keep the discharge tube at room temperature. In order to fit the tube inside the
six-way cube, the dimension of the tube was 115 mm length, 8 mm OD and 4 mm ID.
The diameter and thickness of tube could be varied. The area of the copper electrodes and
the distance between two ring-electrodes were variable. Because the electrodes were out
of the discharge volume, electrode erosion and contamination of the plasma with metal
vapor could be avoided. This was the major advantage of this configuration [10,11,17].

E le c tro d e s

Q u a rtz tu b e

FIG. 3.3 Cylindrical DBD configuration with ring electrodes.

Due to the heating from the RF, both anode and cathode were water-cooled. In
our experiment, the anode and cathode were specially designed, so that the water could
circulate through the electrodes to keep tube at room temperature. The configuration of
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electrodes and discharge tube is shown as FIG. 3.4. O-rings were used to vacuum-seal the
discharge tube and the flange.

water

Cathode

Dishcarge
tube

Anode

FIG. 3.4 The configuration of electrodes and discharge tube.

3.3 Spectral and Optical Power Measurement
The relative spectral distribution and the intensity of the radiation emitted from
the discharge was measured with a VUV monochromator. The absolute optical power at
121.6 nm was measured by a special silicon detector with a filter. Figure 3.5 shows the
measurement configuration, which also includes the gas mixture setup and vacuum
gauge.
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FIG. 3.5 Schematic of the measurement system.

3.3.1 Spectroscopy Setup
A 0.2 m focal length f/4.5 monochromator from McPHERSON (Model 234/302)
was used for experiments. A 1200 g/mm type IV aberration corrected concave grating
was used that had resolution of 0.1 nm and wavelength range form 30 nm to 550 nm. The
grating rotation was controlled by a digital stepping drive or scan controller (Model
789A-3). Two cables were used to link the controller with rotation set. One was used to
drive the motor, and the other one was auxiliary that feedback the position. The controller
was connected to a computer with a RS-232 cable. Fig. 3.6 shows the schematic of
spectral measurement. A detector assembly (Model 650) with a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) was directly connected to the exit slit of the monochromator. The PMT tube was
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sensitive to a radiation wavelength range form 50 nm to 600 nm. The detector assembly
was powered by a 1000 V DC power supply, which converted the photon energy into an
electrical signal and amplified this signal. A coxical table connected the detector to a
picoammeter, so that the amplified signal was measured. The piocoammter (Model 485,
Keithley) had IEEE-488 interface that connected with a GBIP cable to the GBIP control
mounted in the computer. Fig. 3.7 shows the photograph of experimental setup with
monochromator and discharge chamber.
The radiation from the discharge passed through inlet slit and hit on the concave
grating. After passing through the grating, a light beam with a specific wavelength left
the exit slit and passed directly to a sodium salicylate coated vaccum-tight window,
causing it to fluoresce. The fluorescence energy (at a wavelength of approximately 400
nm) passed through the window of the photomultiplier envelope and struck the
photocathode surface. With the high voltage DC power supplied, the photocathode
converted the light energy striking its cathode into an electrical signal (I) that was
amplified enough to measure with the picommeter. The picommeter provides a current
read out and at the same time sends the signal to a GBIP card in the computer. Software
on the computer shows the signal strength on the screen and records it. The computer
sends the signal to a scanning controller through an RS-232 connection, which drives the
rotation o f grating. Accordingly, the spectral intensity and wavelength were recorded.
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FIG. 3.6 The schematic of spectral measurement setup.
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FIG. 3.7 Photograph of the discharge chamber and monochromator.
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3.3.2 Absolute Power Measurement
The absolute power of VUV radiation was measured with a photodiode and a
filter that selected the specific wavelength. The photodiode (Model SXUV-100, from
IRD) was fabricated with an ULSI compatible process [96]. Fig. 3.8 shows the structure
of this photodiode that measured VUV radiation intensity. It was an n-p photodiode,
having 100% internal quantum efficiency and exhibiting long-term stability to VUV. PtSi
front window diodes had been fabricated instead of silicon dioxide window, because the
PtSi front window produced an excellent long-term stability and uniformity of
responsivity for high level radiation.
N-TYPE DOPED REGION
wmmmmMMrm/MMmiMtmiiimimmM

10h50 H

500-550 A

P-EPI > 1 ohm-cm
P + SUBSTRATE

i

70 APLATIUM
SILICIDE

|H

P + REGION

ALUMINUM

FIELD OXIDE

H

N +REGION

CHROMIUM-GOLD

FIG. 3.8 Schematic diagram of a p-n junction photodiode with PtSi window.
The filter was a narrow band filter (Model 122-N-1D, from Acton Research
Corp.) with peak transmittance of 15.3% at 119.60 nm and FWHM of 13.50 nm. Figure
3.9 shows the transmittance spectrum of the filter. Only the light with wavelength around
121.6 nm passed through and the light beyond that range was blocked. The photodiode
and the filter were put inside the vacuum chamber and were hold with an electric
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feedthrough and a C-mount holder respectively (FIG. 3.10). The optical power intensity
was measured by the picoammeter.

4--j

c .

c
K - -

W ; i \ c l c i ii '. l h l n m >

FIG. 3.9 The transmittance spectrum of a filter at wavelength from 110 nm to 200 nm.

Chamber

C-mount

Photodiode

Picoammeter

Discharge tube

Filter

Feedthrough

FIG. 3.10 The schematic of optical power measurement setup.
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3.3.3 Transient Emission Measurement

The transient emission of Lyman-a was analyzed by the windowless VUV
monochromator connected to the discharge lamp (Fig. 3.11). The detector was a
scintillator-photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R6095) system with a time resolution of about
4 ns. The VUV radiation was detected by the photomultiplier through the entrance
window coated with sodium salicylate. The plasma current was detected by the current
probe (Tektronix P6021). Both emission pulses and discharge current signals were
recorded by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3032). The waveforms of the radiation
and current were saved on a floppy disk. By turning the monochromator to 121.6 nm
wavelength, the temporal behavior of Lyman-a radiation was studied.

High Power
DC Supply

Oscilloscope
PMT

RF
Power
Monochromator
Current Detector

FIG. 3.11 The experimental setup for Lyman-a emission measurement.
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3.4 Gas Mixing and Vacuum System
Before generating plasma, the discharge unit, monochromator, and detector were
evacuated to 10'6 Torr. High vacuum was necessary before filling the neon and hydrogen
gas, to avoid emission from impurities such as O, N, CO, CO2 , and so on. A mechanical
pump and a turbomolecular pump were used to vacuum the system. The mechanical
pump was a dry scroll mechanical pump (Varian, Model TriScroll 300), which could
reach vacuum level of lxlO'2 Torr, and the turbomolecular pump (Varian, Turbo-70)
could reach vacuum in a range from lx l O'2 to 10'9 Torr. The advantage of this pumping
system was that it was oil free and kept the discharge chamber very clean. Three vacuum
gauges were installed to measure the vacuum system. The Diaphragm manometer (Kurt J.
Lesker) could measure the pressure range from 1 Torr to 1500 Torr. The 275 Mini
convection vacuum gauge (Granille-Convectron) measured the vacuum range from 1
mTorr to 1000 Torr. The Eyesys Mini-IMG gauge (Varian) measured the vacuum from
0.1 Torr to 10'9 Torr. With these gauges, we could monitor all the pressures form high
vacuum (10‘9 Torr) to atmospheric pressures.
A discharge was ignited at relative low pressure, such as 1 Torr to 100 Torr,
because at high pressure the rf voltage was not high enough to breakdown the discharge.
The RF voltage that ignited the discharge was dependent on pressure (p), electrode gap
width (d), and type of dielectric material of the tube. After breakdown, the discharge was
easy to maintain at high pressure. Usually the discharge was ignited at low pressure and
gas was increased to desired pressure levels.
Two flow meters, one connected to high purity neon and the other to 1%
hydrogen/neon mixture (research grade), controlled the flow rate and ratio of hydrogen to
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neon. A needle valve (Edwards, Model LV10K) and flow meters were adjusted together
to control the flow rate and to maintain a constant pressure in the discharge tube. To
obtain maximum radiation intensity, gas flow rate from 300 to 840 seem was used.
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CHAPTER IV
SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION
4.1 Discharge Modeling
4.1.1 The Processes
The purpose of the modeling was to optimize the parameters of the discharge
breakdown process in such a way that the chemical species produced and VUV radiation
were obtained with the greatest efficiency. Fig. 4.1 gives a schematic illustration of the
discharge processes. Seven steps could be identified within the model: 1) the application
of an RF electric field; 2) discharge breakdown by the electric field; 3) initiation and
formation o f a discharge channel; 4) the excitation of the atomic and molecular neon by
the electrons; 5) neon excimer formation; 6) resonant energy transfer from neon eximers
to molecular hydrogen and excited hydrogen; and 7) spontaneously excited hydrogen
atoms emit the Lyman-a line.
The discharge was modeled as a homogenous plasma. When the RF electrical
field was applied, the electrons were almost immediately in equilibrium with the applied
field. The initial formation of the energetic electrons can be obtained when the RF
voltage across the electrode gap exceeds the static breakdown voltage

(Vbr)-

The

breakdown voltage is dependent on the gas pressure ip) and the gap distance (d). The
relation is called Paschen’s law [97]. The breakdown electric field, or Phachen field,
corresponds with the breakdown voltage and is lower than the reduced field (E/n). The
electrons get excited corresponding linearly with the reduced field E/n which reached a
maximum of Eo/n during the time f and decay with a time constants t 2 .
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FIG. 4.1 Schematic illustration of the processes in the discharge.
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The energetic electrons collide with the gas atoms and molecules and result in the
production o f other electrons so the total number of electrons increase, which is known as
the avalanche multiplication process. In the avalanche the electron density becomes high
enough to distort the initial electric field distribution. The field strength distortation
results in the appearance of a cathode-directed streamer. The propagation of the streamer
results in a growth of the conducting channel. The streamer propagates across the
discharge gap and leads to the current pulse j e(t). The current pulse j e leads, in turn, to
excitation of neon ions. The high energy neon ions leads to chemical reactions, such as,
disassoication, recombination, and photons emission. Lyman-a radiation is the final
product of the whole process.
In this process, the electron and ion recombination leads to pulse width of x, viz.,
T

= H n e0p r ,

(4.1.1)

where neo = mo are the maximum electron and ion density and pr is the recombination
rate coefficient. The total current density is given by
(4.1.2)

where ne, m and p e, lk are the electron and ion densities and electron and ion mobilities,
respectively. The corresponding energy density is given by
(4.1.3)

In the discharge, there are a variety of species, such as Ne*, Ne 2 *, H*, and photons.
The generation of various species can be determined by integrating by the rate equations.
The efficiencies t/7 for the generation of the various species j in a single microdischarge
can be calculated as follows:
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^ _ number o f species j generated / cm 2 in discharge
1

^

total energy input in discharge/ cm 2, ( J l)

The efficiency o f Lyman-a generation is a function of pressure, total input energy, and
the density of hydrogen. In our experiment, we measured the Lyman-a radiation intensity
depended on pressure, input rf power and density of hydrogen.
In DBD discharge, the formation of excimer was viewed as a sequence of
collisional energy exchanges. The high energy electrons ionize or excite the neon gas
(Ne+). And with three-body association neon molecular ions (Ne2 +) form rapidly.
Subsequently, a dissociative recombination reaction quickly forms an excited neutral
(Ne**) in a dissociating state; again with a three-body association reaction the excimer
(Ne2 *) forms. At high-pressure, the excimer formation processes are fast compared with
the radiative decay time, thereby enabling the kinetic chain to produce a high density
population inversion. Neon gas has two low-lying, but separate eximer states, both of
which will radiate. These are the 1^
1S 0 atoms and the 3^

( ( O f) state that dissocicates into 3R, and

3 ( l u, 0 ~) state that dissociates into 3P2 and 1S 0. The radiative

lifetimes o f these two states are 2.8 ns and 11.9 ps, so the radiative lifetime of excimer
neon is at least 11.9 ps.
The time-dependent electron current, neon excimer density, and excited hydrogen
density are given as a function of time, with RF voltage (Vf) also indicates (Fig. 4.2).
Electron current Je(t) is spread over a significant fraction of the RF cycle, when
significant voltages exists between the plasmas and the electrode.
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FIG. 4.2 The schematic illustration of electron current, neon excimer,
excited hydrogen, and driving rf voltage.

In our experiment, assuming the applied RF voltage was 1000 V at a frequency of
13.56 MHz. With the rf cycle, the voltage increased from 0 to 1000 V in 9 ns. The neon
at the pressure of 200 Torr broke down at 1000 V. The width of the electron current pulse
was about 27 ns. This time is the characteristic time t2 , mentioned previously, and it
depends on geometry and gas pressure. During this time, the energy transfer from
electrons to neon atoms and the formation of neon excimer were very rapid, especially in
high pressure with high three-body association reactions. The lifetime (> 11.9 us) of
excimer was much longer than the cycle of the RF field, so the density of excimer was
nearly constant when the plasma was in equilibrium. The energy o f the neon excimer was
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resonantly transferred to the hydrogen molecular and hydrogen atoms were elevated to an
excited state. The excited hydrogen had a very short decay time and transferred to a
ground state emitting a nanosecond Lyman-a line. Since hydrogen atoms were exited at
anytime, the Lyman-a radiation occurred continually and randomly and was not identical
to the rf cycle. The pulses of the excited hydrogen atom with a width of nanoseconds
were shown in Fig. 4.2.

5.1.2 Discharge Circuit and RF Matching
Our Lyman-a system is driven by an RF capacitive discharge. A complete
description of this discharge plasma is quite complicated, even in the simplest planeparallel geometry. We simplified the plasma as a uniform, symmetric model, so some
analytical solutions could be obtained [98]. Here, we are not focusing on the dynamical
mechanism of the plasma. We focus on the electrical features so that we can achieve high
efficient power transfer and obtain a high power Lyman-a source.
The circuit of the discharge is modeled as shown in Fig. 4.3(a); where Co and Rp
are the capacitance and resistance of plasma volume; Cs and Rs are the equivalent
capacitance and resistance of two sheaths; and Q is the capacitance of the dielectric
layers between the electrodes. The model is further simplified as depicted in Fig. 4.3(b)
with a discharge resistance Rq and a reactance X D. So, the discharge model is considered
as a load having impedance Z d = R d + JXd-
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Discharge
a
FIG. 4.3 A circuit model of the discharge.

If the discharge is driven directly by an rf power source, then generally power is
not transferred efficiently from the source to the discharge. The connected power source
Zd, is modeled as a Thevenin-equivalent circuit, consisting of a voltage {VT) source with a
source resistance, Rr(Fig. 4.4). The time average power flowing into the discharge is

(4.1.5)
where Vrf is the complex voltage across ZD. Solving for I*f and Vrf, we have

(4.1.6)
R-T ■*"R
Vrf ~ I rf ( R

D "*■

jXD

D + j X D )
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Substituting (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) into (4.1.5), we obtain
P =2

Rr
(r

i

+

r d

(4.1.8)
J +

x

:

For fixed source parameters VTand R T, the maximum power transfer is obtained by
setting Xo = 0 and R d = R t- The maximum power supplied by the source to the load is
VT
P

=

(4.1.9)

4 Rt

+

R.

Network

RF Source
L_

_I

Discharge

FIG. 4.4 Equivalent circuit for matching the rf power source to the
discharge using an fl-network.

If maximum power transfer is obtained, then we say that the source and load are
matched. Since the rf source and the load may not be matched directly, a lossless
matching network is placed between them. In our system a “II-network” was inserted
between the source and the load. In the network, the inductive element is fixed, and two
capacitors, which have reactance of B M and B t , are varied to achieve the matching point.
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The advantage o f this network is that it can match any discharge and provide added
flexibility. Because R d and X d are actually functions of the discharge absorbed power
(Pabs),

we can apply the following equations
(4.1.10)

and
Xd=

l—

,

(4.1.11)

«> C, „

where /; is the conduction current across the plasma and

C ab

is the plasma capacitance.

Determine the current and voltage across the discharge to be
(t) - /j cos cot
f

(4.1.12)
71

\

Vrf (t) = Vrf cos cot-\— + y/
2
v

(4.1.13)

for a typical discharge X D » RD, and we have
V ^ iR l +x X l ^ X J ,

(4.1.14)

y/ = tan-1 —R-

(4.1.15)

X D

The time-average power absorbed by the discharge is
P.*

(4.1.16)

- / j ^ s i n (y/)

(4.1.17)

where z = 2k / co . Under matched conditions, the voltage and current at the source are in
phase with each other, VT - RTI T, given the power (Pj) supplied by the source,
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(4.1.18)

Pr = 1

r

2 Rt

For a lossless matching network, P abs = P t, we obtain
/2

vrf

(4.1.19)

*r,
under typical discharge conditions, where VT

« V

r f.

In our system, an rf wattmeter was placed between the source and the matching
network to measure the time-averaged power, P T. The forward power (Pf) and reflected
power (Pr) were measured using the following relation
PT =Pf - P r .

(4.1.20)

When the system is matched, the reflected power is much less than the forward power.
Hence, rf wattmeters cannot be placed between the discharge and the matching network
to determine the power Pabs absorbed by the discharge. For a lossless matching network,
Pabs = P t, but in practical application there is a small fraction of source power lost due to
the wire with which the matching inductor is wound. In our experiment, we considered
the absorbed power equal to the source power. We maintained the ratio of reflected
power to source power at less than 2%.
We measured the absorbed power Pabs to be 100 W, and Vrf to be 1500 V. Using a
current probe, we measured the current 7; to be 0.6 A. The current waveform is shown in
Fig. 4.5. From equation (4.1.10), we obtain

2P
RD ~ — 2^" = 555 £2
A
From equation (4.1.17) we calculate
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(4.1.22)
. . , 2 Pabs _ n 2 2
sm(y/) = -jzz
1 V rf

From equation (4.1.15), (4.1.21), and (4.1.22), we obtain
X D ~ 2460 Q

(4.1.23)

Substituting (4.1.23) into equation (4.1.11), we calculate the discharge capacitance to be

C „ .= l ^ - = 4-77 PF -

<41'24>
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FIG. 4.5 The waveform o f the discharge
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We measured discharge current and voltage at different input powers, and using
these parameters we calculated RD, sin(ys), X D, and Cab- Table 4.1 lists these results.
From the table, we conclude that these values provide a stable discharge.
In our discharge setup, there are two layers of dielectric between the electrodes.
The capacitance of the dielectric layers is Cd and plasma capacitance is Cp. So we have

c *c
Cab=7^~rF~
d + Cp

(4-L25>

Cd can be expressed as
Cd = —
d
2d

(4.1.26)
'

where So is the permittivity of free space; k is the relative dielectric constant; A is the area
of the dielectric; and d is the thickness of the dielectric layer. When voltage

V rf

is applied

to the discharge setup, we anticipate the voltage load on the plasma will breakdown the
discharge effectively. In order to achieve this, the capacitance (Q ) of the dielectric layers
is made as large as possible in comparison with the voltage on the plasma capacitance
(Cp). According to equation (4.1.26), there are three ways to increase Q ,
1) Increase the dielectric constant &. To accomplish this, we used high dielectric
constant materials, such as quartz and alumina, for the discharge tube.
2) Increase electrode area, A. To achieve this, we designed electrodes that have
enough area to efficiently produce discharge.
3) Decrease the dielectric thickness, d. In general, the thickness of dielectric layer
should be as thin as possible, but in our system the dielectric tube was part of
vacuum chamber, so it had to be thick enough to hold the pressure. We used a 1
mm thick tube and found it better than a 2 mm thick tube.
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Table 4 . 1 Calculation of the discharge parameters from R
voltage and current.

RF Power
(W)

It

v rf

Rd

(A)

(V)

(O)

40

0.38

958

554

60

0.46

1160

80

0.54

100

F

input power, discharge

XD

C ab

(Q)

(PF)

0.22

2460

4.77

567

0.225

2457

4.78

1360

548

0.218

2458

4.77

0.60

1514

555

0.22

2461

4.77

120

0.66

1665

550

0.218

2462

4.77

140

0.71

1790

555

0.22

2459

4.77

160

0.76

1918

554

0.22

2462

4.77

180

0.81

2040

548

0.218

2458

4.78

Sin(i|/)
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4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Spectra Measurement
Emission

spectra were measured with

a 0.2 m McPherson

Scanning

Monochromator (model 320). Intense Lyman-a radiation at 121.6 nm was observed as
the only strong radiation across the VUV spectral region. Fig. 4.6 shows the emission
spectrum at a pressure of 500 Torr with a neon gas containing 0.058% hydrogen and an
input RF power o f 200 W. Compared with the Lyman-a line, the other lines in the VUV
spectrum are very weak and considered negligible. This means that the energy transfer
from neon excimers to hydrogen is very efficient in the VUV region and such a discharge
will be an ideal source for lithography and other applications. In our experiment, the
emission line had a bandwidth of about 0.1 nm (FWHM) and was limited by the
resolution of the monochromator, which has a resolution of 0.1 nm. Fig. 4.7 shows the
Lyman-a peak intensity ranging from 121.5 nm to 121.7 nm. If a high-resolution
monochromater were used, the measured linewidth would be narrower. Fig. 4.8 shows
the spectrum of the 121.6 nm peak with a bandwidth of 0.03 nm from a Ne-H 2 mixture
microhollow cathode discharge, which was measured by Dr. Kurt H. Becker in Stevens
Institute of Technology.
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FIG. 4.6 Emission spectrum of neon/hydrogen mixture at a pressure
of 500 Torr, with 0.058% H2 , and an rf power of 200 W.
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FIG. 4.7 The peak o f a Lyman-a line with 0.1 nm linewidth.
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FIG. 4.8 Lyman-a peak with a bandwidth of 0.03 nm, which was
measured by Dr. Kurt H. Becker in the Stevens Institute of Technology.
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Gas mixtures
In order to obtain strong Lyman-alpha line radiation, the purity of the Ne and H2
mixture is crucial. In our experiment, we used research grade neon (99.999%) gas and
research grade H2 (99.995%) gases. Before injecting the gas, the chamber was pumped
under a high vacuum of about 10'6 Torr. Usually under low vacuums, background gases
such as N2, 0 2, CO, C 0 2, and He are present. If the discharge chamber was not under
high vacuum before injecting the neon and H2 mixture, the Lyman-a line was not strong
and there would be some other radiation lines in VUV region. In addition to the Lyman-a
line, we have observed several lines which originate from the presence of gaseous
impurities in the neon supply and background gases (Fig. 4.9). Atomic nitrogen (N I) was
detected at 113.4, 120, 149.2, and 174.3 nm. Atomic oxygen (O I) exhibited a partially
resolved triplet at 130 nm. Atomic carbon (C I) lines occurred at 133, 156, 165.7, and
193nm.
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159.7
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FIG. 4.9 Spectrum of VUV region of a neon and hydrogen discharge with impurities.
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A hydrogen/neon ratio in the range of 0.03% to 0.12% was found to be the ideal
range to achieve a Lyman-a line dominated spectrum. Beyond this range, the intensity of
the 121.6 nm line would dramatically decrease, and other lines, 130 nm for oxygen and
156 and 165 nm for carbon, would increase. According to our experimental results, the
optimum ratio for intense Lyman-a line is about 0.06% hydrogen to neon. Fig. 4.10
shows the Lyman-a peak intensity versus the hydrogen/neon ratio.
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FIG. 4.10 The 121.6 nm peak intensity versus the ratio of hydrogen to neon,
with a gas pressure of 500 Torr and an RF power of 120 W.
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When the ratio of hydrogen to neon is low, the radiation intensity of Lyman-a is
also low. This is due to an insufficient number of hydrogen atoms to be excited. When
the density of hydrogen increases, the Lyman-a radiation intensity again decreases. This
is due to atomic hydrogen recombination into hydrogen molecules. The recombination is
more predominant at higher H2 densities, which results in a faster decrease in the Lymana radiation.
Gas pressure
The pressure and electrode gap also influence the intensity of Lyman-a. From our
experiment, the optimum range for the p d value is between 50 Torr cm to 1000 Torr cm.
The mean electron energy is dependent on the product of gas density and discharge gap.
In our setup, the electron energy of neon excimer discharge is dependent on p d value,
which affects the formation of neon excimer. Since a small percentage of hydrogen is
mixed with neon, the density of hydrogen also produces an effect on the discharge and
altered the intensity of Lyman-a radiation. Fig. 4.11 shows the variation in Lyman-a
peak intensity as a function of gas pressure when the electrode gap equals 2 cm and the
hydrogen to neon ratio is 0.058%. A maximum intensity was obtained at 180 Torr. At
low pressures the intensity of the 121.6 nm radiation is lower due to high breakdown
fields and insufficient neon excimer generation. In the high pressure region, the intensity
decreases with pressure. This drop is due to a quenching process that increases with
increasing electron density and increasing excimer density.
The relative simplicity of changing the pressure-electrode gap product (pd) in our
setup gives it a significant advantage over many other discharge types. Thus, in a fairly
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simple way, one can adjust a critical plasma parameter to optimize the yield of the
excimer and Lyman-a emission.
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FIG. 4.11 The 121.6 nm peak intensity versus the pressure of the neon and
hydrogen mixture.

4.2.2 Optical Power Radiation Intensity
The absolute intensity o f the Lyman-a radiation was measured using a silicon

photodiode (IRD company, model SXUV-100), which has a 1 cm x 1 cm active area and
a 0.01 AAV responsivity at 121.6 nm. A narrowband filter located between the discharge
unit and the detector was used. It has a transmission efficiency of 15% at 121.6 nm.
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Using the current value on a picoammeter, we can calculate the radiant emittance, radiant
intensity, and optical power. Figure 4.12 shows the setup that we used to calculate those
values. The radiant emittance on the photodiode can be easily calculated as follows,
I =Q/A,

(4.2.1)

where Q is the flux on photodiode and A is area of photodiode.
The absolute total power is quite difficult to measure because it is difficult to
actually collect all the radiation from a lamp and direct this to a suitable measuring
device. We calculated the absolute power using a mathematical integration over a surface
area which incorporated the detector surface and upon which essentially all the radiation
from the lamp fell. In our experiment, the light source in the discharge was calculated as
a line source.

Photodiode

dx
Tube

1 cm

L = 5.0 cm

I = 5.4 cm

FIG. 4.12 The setup of the discharge to calculate the radiant emittance, radiant
intensity, and optical power.

First, we divide the tube into many slides. Each slide has the width of dx and the
optical power of dp. Giving
W
dp = — dx
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where W is the total optical power and I is the length o f source. The detector will obtain
optical power of dp from each slide. Giving
dl = ----- d-P -—
An(L + x)

(4.2.3)

where L is the distance from the detector to the front end of the discharge. The radiant
emittance on the photodiode is calculated as integration of the power from all of the
slides.
I = jdp
r

=

(4.2.4)
1

w j

t( Z A f 7
W

^
( 4 -2 ' 5 )

<*+/ 1
r 7 ----- 77 dx
An I *^ (L
(z +
+ xx)f

(4.2.6)

W
An * L(L + /)

(4.2.7)

So the discharge has total optical power (4^) of
W = A n*L (L + l)I

(4.2.8)

If L = 5.0 cm and I = 5.4 cm, then we have
W - 653x7 .

(4.2.9)

The current measured from the picoammeter is i = 15p.A, the responsivity is R = 0.01
AAV. After including the loss from thefilter, we hada radiant emittance of
I

=

i/R x f ilte r transm ittance

= HRy. — = 15/0.01x100/15 = 10 m W / cm2.
15
So the total power will be
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W = 653*7 = 6.53 (W).

(4.2.11)

Figure 4.13 shows total optical power variation versus RF input power from 50 W
to 900 W at 200 Torr gas pressure, 0.06% H 2 gas mixture, and a gas flow rate of 660
seem. A total radiation power of 8 W at 800 W of RF input power was obtained. The
emission intensity at this power was 12.3 mW/cm2 at a distance of 5 cm between the
detector and the front edge of the source. The maximum electrical to optical conversion
efficiency is 1.65 % when the RF input power is approximately 200 W. The VUV output
increases with increasing input energy due to the corresponding increase in the electron
density. But if the density increases significantly, the VUV efficiency drops due to
quenching collisions o f excited species with electrons.
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FIG. 4.13 Total optical power dependence on the input RF power at
a pressure of 500 Torr.
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4.2.3 Stability
Power stability is an important criterion for lamps used in lithography
applications. Preliminary tests showed that our source was capable of continuous
operation over a 24 hour period at an RF input power of 120 W and total optical power of
approximately 1.8 W (FIG. 4.14). The average emission intensity on the detector was
3.34 mW/cm2. During the 24 hours of operation, the power fluctuation was less than +2%
without significant power degradation.
Due to collisional momentum transfer between the oscillating electrons and the
neutrals, some portion of the power deposited in the bulk plasma causing heating. Heat
generated in the high-pressure non-equilibrium plasma wastes energy and often causes an
unfavorable temperature rise in the discharge fields. In the DBD discharge setup, most of
the input power is selectively transferred to the dielectric electrode. This is because
microdischarges spread into a surface discharge on the dielectric wall, covering a much
larger area than the original filament diameter. In our system, the temperature could reach
over 1000 °C. Such high temperatures could significantly damage the copper electrode
and the quartz tube, so water-cooling of the system is necessary. Both electrodes were
equipped with water-cooling circuits, and the temperature was controlled appropriately
for better operating conditions. With water-cooling, the discharge tube can run hundreds
of hours and electrode life is almost unlimited. Factors that affected the lifetime of tube
are deposition of impurities, such as carbon from chamber, and ion bombardment.
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FIG. 4.14 Radiation Intensity versus operating time at a pressure of
500 Torr, an RF power of 120 W, and 0.058% H2.

4.2.4 Transient Measurement
The transient emission of Lyman-a was measured with the monochromatorphotomultiplier system as described in Chapter 3. We set the monochromator at a
wavelength of 121.6 nm, so only light at that wavelength could reach to the
photomultiplier. Electrons emitted from a photoemissive cathode traveled to the anode,
which was maintained by a high electric potential. The electric potential in turn amplified
the initial electron density to a current that could be measured using digital oscilloscope.
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The oscilloscope registered the transient current pulses that were correspondent with the
transient Lyman-a emission. Figure 4.15 shows the waveform of rf current and the
current pulses from the photomultiplier with a time range of 8 x 10'7 s. The Lyman-a
peaks occur continually and randomly, and it is not identical with RF phase. That is same
with the modeling result we mentioned prevously. Figure 4.16 shows the Lyman-a peaks
without the RF waveform. From our experiment, we found the density (peaks/second)
and the average intensity of peaks increased with input power. That means the intensity
of Lyman-a emission is dependent on both the peak density and intensity. Figure 4.17
shows a single peak of Lyman-a radiation with a width (FWHM) of 4 ns that is identical
to the decay time of excited hydrogen atoms (FI*).
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FIG. 4.15 The waveform of RF current and transient pulses of 121.6 nm peaks.
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FIG. 4.16 The transient pulses of 121.6 nm radiation.
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FIG. 4.17 Single pulse of 121.6 nm.
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4.2.5 Beam Profile
Beam profile was measured to identify the emission intensity across the beam
cross section. At low pressures, the tube was filled with the discharge, and the whole
section had a nearly uniform intensity. As the pressure increased, the discharge became
restricted toward the center and the intensity in the center area was much higher than the
surrounding area. The front view of the discharge appeared like a 1-2 mm diameter disk,
and the side view was a line source. If the pressure continually increased, the discharge
would shrink to a small filament on the tube center. This change also indicate that the
discharge mode transited form a homogeneously radiating glow discharge to a
microdischarge dominating silent discharge. Figure 4.18 shows the front view and top
view of discharge that was generated in an 8 mm o.d. x 6 mm i.d. quartz tube at a
pressure o f 200 Torr with 100 W of input RF power.

8.5 cm
Front View

Top View

FIG. 4.18 Picture of the discharge in a quartz tube.
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The beam profiles were measured using a beam profiler based on the visible light
generated in the high-pressure discharge. Fig. 4.19 shows the two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D) beam profiles at 500 Torr. From the 2D-profile, it can be seen
that the most intensive radiation was at the center of discharge tube with a spot
approximately 2 mm in diameter. The distribution of the discharge was Gaussian.

2 mm

.f'-. .7

1------ 1
2 mm
FIG. 4.19 2-D (up) and 3-D (down) beam profiles at high pressures.
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4.3 Simulation
XOOPIC is object-oriented two-dimensional relativistic electromagnetic particlein-cell (PIC) code developed at the University of California at Berkeley[99]. The
XOOPIC code can handle electrostatic and electromagnetic simulations and relativistic
and non-relativistic particles. It has been used to simulate a wide range of challenging
problems, including plasma [100], ion implantation, high-power microwave devices, and
next-generation particle accelerators [101].
The program simulates plasma experiments by modeling the plasma as discrete
macroparticles interacting with an EM field at points on a grid. Given initial and
boundary conditions, the program solves Maxwell’s equations and determines
macroparticle positions after each discrete time step. The XOOPIC code has implemented
Cartesian and Cylindrical geometries. Our discharge structure has a cylindrical (r-z)
geometry, as shown in figure 4.20, and can be modeled using the XOOPIC program. The
simulation geometry was a 2-D cylindrical region with a radius of 8 mm and a tube
length o f 45 mm. The anode and cathode were located outside the dielectric tube and
each one had a width (w) of 10 mm. The distance between two (g) was 15 mm. The
thickness of the tube wall (d) was 1 mm.

The boundary was closed with dielectric

material. In our experiment, we downloaded and installed the XOOPIC software in a
Linux operating system. According to the simulation model, we coded the input file and
ran the simulation.
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r

r

FIG. 4.20 2-D Cylindrical geometry and simulation model parameters.

The discharge was simulated using XOOPIC code with an RF voltage, which has
a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Results of the simulation were the electric field, electron
energy, and the electron and ion density-profiles. These values were taken after 10'6
seconds, which is approximately thirteen times of the RF period. Over this time, the
values did not change significantly, so we considered it was approaching the steady state.
The initial input parameters were an RF voltage of 1000 V in a neutral neon gas with a
pressure o f 100 Torr. Initially, the electrons and ions were distributed evenly over the
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whole volume with a density of 1015 cm'3. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show this initial
distribution o f electrons and neon ions in r-z cylindrical geometry. When an electric field
was applied, electrons gradually moved to the center of the cylinder, so the density in the
center area was much higher than the area near the tube wall (Fig. 4.23). The high-energy
electrons collided with the neutral gas and ionized the neon atoms, thus more ions were
formed and more Lyman-a radiation was emitted from the center of the tube (Fig. 4.24 ).
According to the simulation, the discharge filament was about 2-mm in diameter, which
was consistent with our experimental results. At the steady state, the center of the tube
had a high electron density o f 2 x 017 cm'3 (Figure 4.25).
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FIG. 4.21 The initial electron distribution in the discharge cell.
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FIG. 4.22 The initial neon ion distribution in the discharge cell.
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FIG. 4.23 The electron distribution in a stable state.
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FIG. 4.24 The neon ion density distribution in a stable state.

FIG. 4.25 The number density of electron in 3-D model.
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Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the variation in electric field along the radial (r) and
axial (z) directions. The electric field in the electrode region was higher than other
regions, and had peaks at the edge of the electrodes, which had an intensity of 6 x 105
V/m. The high electric field in the electrode region pushed the electrons and ions to the
center o f the tube. The average temperature of the electrons was determined to be 8 eV in
the steady state (FIG. 4.28). This energy was adequate for the excitation of rare gas atoms
and the formation of the excimer.

FIG. 4.26 Variation in electrical field along the radial (r) direction in the
3-D model.
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FIG. 4.27 Variation in electrical field along the axial (z) direction
in the 3-D model.
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FIG. 4.28 Average electron energy (eV) variation over time (s).
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4.4 Argon Discharge
We have discussed the generation of strong Lyman-a radiation in the DBD setup
with a high-pressure neon and hydrogen mixture. From our experiment we also found
that strong Lyman-a radiation could be generated in low-pressure discharges of neon,
argon, and helium gases. In this section we discuss the spectral features of argon
discharge in the presence of impurities such as hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. The
reason that we selected an argon discharge is because it holds the potential for the
analysis of many atomic resonance transitions at VUV wavelengths. Most of the
experiments that have investigated argon discharge were low-pressure discharge
[14,76,102], We investigated emission features of pure argon, argon hydrogen mixtures,
and argon oxygen mixtures on both low-pressure and high-pressure regions.
5.4.1 Radiation in the Argon Discharge
The discharge was generated in low-pressure (less than 1 Torr) argon gas. We
measured the spectrum of the VUV region with a monochromator. Fig. 4.29 shows the
argon radiation lines at 104.8 nm and 106.6 nm, the Lyman-a lines at 121.6 nm, and the
atomic oxygen line at 130 nm. The atomic lines, beside argon atomic, are emitted by
background gas impurities such as oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon present in the
discharge system. At low pressure, the plasma is comprised of a complex mixture of
charged particles (electrons and ions) and neutrals (ground- and excited-state molecules
and free radicals) and energy transfer processes between them.
Argon has the atomic resonance transitions (Arl) at 104.8 nm and 106.6 nm. The
1Pi and
3 Pi levels from which these lines emit are intercalated with the metastable 3P 2 and
3P0 states. The metastable levels rapidly equilibrate with the resonant levels and radiation
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trapping leads to an overpopulation of all four of these highly energetic states of Arl. The
two argon metastables 3P2 (11.55 eV) and 3Po (11.72 eV) play a very important role in the
overall excitation mechanism. In the presence of trace amounts of H2, we observed
intense Lyman-a emission (FIG. 4.29). The metastables increased the ground-state H
atom concentration by collisional dissociation of H2 molecules through low-lying
repulsive states based on the following reactions:
Ar* + H2

Ar + H + H,

Ar* + H2 —» ArH* + H:

(4.4.1)
(4.4.2)

Then the Lyman-a radiation was enhanced by the following energy transfer mechanism:
Ar* + H —> ArH* -> Ar + H*,

(4.4.3)

H* —> H + hv (121.6 nm).

(4.4.4)

At low pressure, the population of metastable states was enhanced and the above
reactions dominated, so very strong Lyman-a emission was observed. With increasing
pressure, the metastable population decreased due to the lower electron excitation rate,
resulting in the intensity of the atomic lines decreasing. Fig. 4.30 shows variation of the
Lyman-a radiation intensity at 121.6 nm across different pressures at an input RF power
o f 200 W. We obtained maximum Lyman-a radiation intensity at a pressure of
approximately 600 mTorr. At high pressure (more than 10 Torr), the Lyman-a intensity
is very weak.
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FIG. 4.29 Wavelength scan of VUV region extending from 100 nm to
150 nm for a low-pressure argon discharge.
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FIG. 4.30 Lyman-a radiation intensity in an argon discharge as a
function o f pressure.
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Fig.4.31 shows the spectra of an argon discharge at different pressures with an RF
input power of 100 W. Variation in other atomic lines such as oxygen, nitrogen, and
carbon lines was observed. Among them, the hydrogen atomic line at 121.6 nm and the
oxygen atomic line had dramatic variations with pressure. At low pressure, Lyman-a was
dominate, but the carbon lines at 156 and 165 nm were strong while the oxygen lines at
130 nm were very weak. As the pressure increased, the VUV radiation decreased with
Lyman-a dramatically reducing and the oxygen lines increasing. The emerging and
increasing oxygen lines result from the following reactions:
Ar* + O2 -» Ar + O + O,

(4.4.5)

Ar* + O -» ArO*

(4.4.6)

Ar + O*.

Proceeding these reactions, the O* excited state decays by the radiative cascade emission,
O * -> O + hv (130.4 nm).

(4.4.6)

As the pressure continually increased, the argon excimer radiation peaking at 126
nm with a 14 nm broad linewidth (FWHM) was enhanced (FIG. 4.3Id). We observed
strong excimer radiation above atmospheric pressure (FIG 4.32). The discharge
mechanism at high pressure was very different from the low-pressure discharge. At high
pressure, the three-body reaction dominated and promoted excimer formation. The Ar2 *
excimers then resonantly transfer energy to molecular oxygen, exciting the oxygen
atoms, which emit a strong atomic lineat 130 nm [103, 104].Other atomic lines such as
NI (120, 149, 173 nm), and Cl (156, 165,193nm), were alsoobserved.
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FIG. 4.31 The VUV spectra of an argon discharge at different pressures, a)
pressure = 1 Torr, b) pressure =100 Torr, c) pressure = 200 Torr, d) pressure
= 600 Torr with an input rf power of 100 W. The Lyman-a line (121.6 nm),
nitrogen atomic lines (120, 149, 173 nm), oxygen atomic line (130 nm),
carbon atomic lines (156, 165, 193 nm), and the argon excimer line at 126
nm can be seen.
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FIG. 4.32 VUV spectra of an argon discharge at high pressure (900 Torr)
with an RF input power of 100 W.

5.4.2 Mixture of H 2 and O2 with Argon
The spectra of argon-FI2 mixtures were measured. At low-pressure (600 mTorr),
we observed the most intense Lyman-a emission at 0.5% H2 in Ar (Fig. 4.33). Under
these conditions, the other atomic lines were very weak. This means most of the energy
of the metastable states of argon was transferred to hydrogen atoms by collisional
dissociation which excited the hydrogen atoms. Again, when the pressure increased, the
intensity of Lyman-a radiation decreased dramatically. Fig. 4.34 shows the spectra of an
Ar-H2 discharge at 400 Torr with an RF input power of 200 W. Only very weak lines of
Lyman-a and NI at 149 nm were observed.
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FIG. 4.34 VUV spectra of an argon and hydrogen mixture discharge at
high pressure (400 Torr) with an RF input power of 200 W.
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FIG. 4.35 Spectrum of Ar with a 0.133% oxygen mixture at a pressure of
500 Torr, and an RF input power of 100 W.

For an Ar-02 mixture at low pressure, we did not observe a strong Lyman-a line
nor strong oxygen lines at 130 nm. Strong oxygen atomic line peaking at 130.2 and 130.5
nm was obtained when a discharge was generated in high-pressure argon with a mixture
o f oxygen below 1%. Fig. 4.35 shows the spectra of argon and 0.133 % oxygen at a
pressure of 500 Torr with an RF input power o f 100 W. The second peak at 130.5 nm was
a little higher than the 130.2 nm peak and slightly asymmetric, indicating the presence of
a third line at 130.6 nm. This spectrum seems to correspond to the atomic oxygen
transition 2p4 3P <—2p3(4S°)3s 3S° triplet. The excitation of the oxygen triplet was due to
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resonant energy transfer from Ar2 * excimers, causing the argon excimer spectrum to
almost disappear. Energy transfer was probably due to the following reactions:
Ar2 * + O2 —» 2Ar + O + O
Ar2 * + O —> 2Ar + O*
The intensity of the oxygen line was measured and a high radiation power was obtained.
Because the triplet occurred at 130 nm, the linewidth (FWHM) was 0.5 nm.
Some radiation lines from 100 nm to 130 nm were observed. The goal of the
argon discharge experiment was to find an ideal radiation source with a wavelength from
100 nm to 130 nm for advanced lithography. There were two argon atomic lines at 104.8
nm and 106.6 nm, but they can not be a good source for lithography because, first, the
radiation is not intense enough for lithography and, second, these two lines are too close
to be suitable for imaging. The nitrogen atom line at 120 nm is also not intense enough
for lithography. Argon excimer peaking at 126 nm provides strong radiation, but the
linewidth is too broad to provide at ideal source for lithography. Oxygen atomic lines at
130 nm also provide strong radiation, but this triplet would have a linewidth of about 0.5
nm. So only the Lyman-a line at 121.6 nm has potential for an optimum radiation source
for lithography applications.
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CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS OF THE VUV SOURCE
The spectrum of VUV radiation spans a broad and important range of photon
energies from 6 to 12 eV which correspond to the energies of many atomic and molecular
states. Accordingly, VUV radiation has potential important applications in spectroscopy
and photochemistry.
VUV radiation provides a method for the study of the excited states of many
atomic and molecular species that possess energies of several eV using single-photon
spectroscopy. If the VUV sources has sufficiently narrow bandwidth to allow single
photon excitation of single rotational levels, the absorption spectra may be studied by
VUV induced fluorescence techniques or perturbations in the molecular structure may be
investigated by measuring the radiative lifetime as a function of rotational quantum
number. The detection of atomic or molecular species is another related application of
VUV radiation. More specifically, it is possible to probe the nascent distribution over
energy levels of product species in photochemical reactions. Another area of application
of VUV radiation is in photochemistry because a large number of the molecular states
accessible via absorption of a VUV photon are dissociative. Related applications are
excited state chemistry in which photodissociation is employed to selectively produce
excited state fragments, which would then initiate chemical reactions. There are also
applications of VUV radiation in lithography. At present the attainable feature size is
limited by diffraction and consequently shorter wavelengths are necessary to achieve
smaller components in semiconductor devices. Finally, there are possible applications in
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VUV-induced etching and deposition techniques, material surface processing, and
remediation of pollutants and waste streams.
The strong, and often continuous, absorption in the VUV by many atoms and
molecules makes VUV radiation very useful. However, absorption by impurities is a
problem for the operation of VUV. The absorption bands of molecular oxygen are very
strong throughout the VUV [105,106]. Fig. 5.1 shows the absorption spectrum of
molecular oxygen in the VUV region. It is apparent that absorption coefficients in the
VUV region are large. Consequently, all experimental apparatus must be evacuated or
flushed with a non-absorption gas such as helium or argon. Also, impurities inside the
VUV sources further reduce the intensity of the VUV radiation. In our experiment, the
VUV lamp was operated under high vacuum.
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Fig. 5.1 Absorption coefficient of molecular oxygen in the VUV region
(ref. 105, 106).
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The 121.6 nm lamps were used for two kinds of applications. One was highresolution lithography conducted in the MIT Lincoln Lab and the other was direct metalpattem writing by VUV photodissociation [107].

5.1 High-resolution Lithography
We have sent our lamp to the MIT Lincoln Lab for lithography experiments and
studied the feasibility of the lamp for advanced lithography.
5.1.1 Optical Materials
One of the biggest obstacles to implementing 121.6 nm lithography is optics for
high-resolution printing. The availability of high-quality lens material is a critical
requirement for an optical projection system. These materials must satisfy stringent
requirements, such as an internal transmission of more than 95% per cm to avoid
thermally induced aberrations in elements of the projection system and the defect-free
processes for polishing and figuring refractive elements.
Optical materials in 193 and 157 nm lithography are not suitable for 121.6 nm
lithography because these materials, fused silica and calcium fluoride, are not transparent
at 121.6 nm. Fig. 5.2 shows the external transmission of materials commonly used for
optical components in VUV [108]. Obviously, optical materials that transmit 121.6 nm
are MgF 2 and LiF with fundamental cut-off wavelengths at 105 nm and 113 nm,
respectively. LiF is more hygroscopic and mechanically softer than MgF 2 . If it is
carefully stored and treated, its transmission loss is negligible and can be usable for 121.6
nm lithography. The cut-off wavelength of LiF is 105 nm, and therefore its intrinsic
transmission is usable at 121.6 nm. The theoretical extrinsic transmission of an LiF
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window, after correcting for Fresnel losses, is 89.5%. However, in practice, the
transmission of commercial LiF is only 40% for a 2-mm-thick window. Because of the
oxide- and hydroxide-related impurities, high transmission LiF windows are difficult to
obtain. MgF2 is not hygroscopic and is harder than LiF. Although its birefringence at
121.6 nm is ~ 4xl0'3, which is too large for fabrication of high quality lenses, it is still the
preferred material for work at 121.6 nm.
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Fig. 5.2 The external transmission of VUV window materials (ref. 114).

5.1.2 Experimental Setup
Because o f the difficulties involving high-transmission LiF and MgF2 lenses, no
121.6 nm optical projection system has been constructed. Instead, Lincoln Lab has
demonstrated high-resolution printing by employing near-field photolithography with a
phase shifting mask. Fig. 5.3 shows the setup for near-field contact printing, which
includes a 121.6 nm radiation source, a MgF2 phase shift mask that was patterned and
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etched to form steps whose height corresponded to a 180° phase shift, and a silicon wafer
coated with 20 nm thick of photoresist.

121.6 nm Source
Ape1*1'

Feature Height = ---------2{n -1 )

= 99 nm for 121.6 nm

Si W afer with 20 nm of Photoresist
Fig. 5.3 Schematic of near-field contact mode photolithography with
shifting mask (Provided by the MIT Lincoln Lab).

The 121.6 nm source was calibrated before being used in near-field lithography.
The discharge was ignited with an rf power supply and tuned with the matching network.
Initially, the plasma was conditioned for about half an hour. During that period, the
discharge was not stable due to imperfect rf power matching and heating. After half an
hour, the discharge became stable providing a constant optical output as shown in Fig.
5.4. The intensity of lamp output was measured by a photo diode detector.
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The power density of 121.6 nm was measured with a photodetector. Fig. 5.5
shows that the power density linearly increases with RF power. The detector was

inches

6

•y

away from the center of the plasma. A power density of more than 1 mw/cm was
obtained, which meets the requirements of lithography.
5.1.3 Near-field Phase Shift Mask
The mask in the experiment was based on the technique of near-field phase
shifting [109]. Consider light passing through a transparent mask (Fig. 5.6). The phase,

9

(x), of the light with wavelength X that emerges from the mask is related to the relief of
the surface, u(x), and to the difference between its index of refraction and that of the
surroundings, An, by Eq. (5.1.1).
<p(x) = ^ - A n u ( x )
X

(5.1.1)

If the finite thickness of the relief on the surface of the mask is neglected, the
electric field just after emerging from the mask (at position z=0 +) can be related to the
electric field just before emerging from the mask (at position z=0’) by equation (5.1.2),
E (x,z = 0+) = E (x,z = 0~)exp[/<p(x)]
(5.1.2)

= E (x,z = 0 )r(x).

Equation (5.1.2) defines the transmission function of the phase mask, r(x ). When the
relief of the surface is binary and has magnitude ui and periodicity of d, then

t

(x )

can be

described as equation (5.1.3).
exp

2k i
X

\
u.An
1

md < x <

1

d,

m = 0,±1,±2,±3....

r(x) =

(5.1.3)
1

otherwise.
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When Mj = /l/(2A«), the phase shift equals 71, and the electric field undergoes abrupt
changes in sign at the edges where the phase shift occurs. According to the wavelength,
the surface relief of the mask, and the difference between the index of refraction of the air
and the mask ( An = n - 1 ), the phase of the light passing through the mask is modulated.
Modulations of the phase create modulations in intensity in the near field. Theoretically,
near-field phase-shifting lithography has the ability to print features with dimensions
approximately one third of the wavelength.
In the experiment, a transparent MgF2 substrate was patterned and etched to form
periodic steps with a height corresponding to a 180° phase shift. According to equation
(5.1.3), the height ui was given by /l/[2 ( n -l) ] , which was 99 nm for the 121.6 nm
wavelength and for a refractive index n = 1.61 of MgF2 . The periodic steps in the MgF 2
substrate were formed by patterning gratings in photoresist using i-line contact
lithography. First, a master fused silica mask, which had patterns with chromium lines,
was duplicated into photoresist on a 0.2-mm-thick fused-silica flex mask. The flex mask
was then contacted to the MgF2 substrate, which had been coated with 0.5 pm i-line
resist. After exposure and development, the MgF 2 substrate was etched by argon ion
milling. By accurately controlling the etching time, the depth of the etched lines was
obtained. After striping the remaining photoresist, the etched pattern was formed on the
MgF2 substrate.
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Fig. 5.7 Normalized thickness remaining versus incident 121.6 nm dose
(Provided by the MIT Lincoln Lab).
A negative photoresist (Hydrogen silsesquioxane from Dow Coming) was spincoated on the silicon wafer. The thickness of the resist was about 20 nm. Intimate contact
between the wafer and the MgF2 mask was essential for obtaining high contrast in the
resist. The resist coated on the Si wafer was exposed to 121.6 nm light through a 6 mm
aperture. Exposure was followed by a post exposure bake and 60 second development in
a commercial LDD24W aqueous base developer. The normalized thickness remaining
(NTR) was plotted versus 121.6 nm exposure dose in Fig. 5.7. Based on thickness
measurements with an ellipsometer, the resist exhibited very high contrast.
The patterns were examined using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). From
the SEM graphic, relatively small structures over a fairly large area were obtained. Figure
5.8 shows many patterns in a large area. Figure 5.9 shows a single pattern with a line
width o f 63 nm.
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Fig. 5.8 The SEM graphic of a large scale pattern.
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Fig. 5.9 The SEM graphic of a single pattern.

This work evaluated the potential of extending optical lithography to another
wavelength in the VUV, the 121.6 nm Lyman-a emission. It has proven the feasibility of
lithography at this wavelength that would enable extension of many of the optical
technologies developed at 193 and 157 nm. From the source operation, it has been proven
that our 121.6 nm DBD-based lamp is a stable source for 121.6 nm lithography and other
advanced imaging work.
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5.2 Direct Pattern Writing with Photodissociation
In the past, metalorganic materials for growing thin films of metals, dielectrics,
and semiconductors have generally been gases, as used in laser-induced chemical vapor
deposition (LCVD). Metalorganic gases, such as Al2 (CH3 )6 , Ge(CH 3 )4 , and Cr(CO)6,
have been decomposed into metal films using lasers and VUV [110,111,112,113,114],
Unfortunately, depositing metals from gaseous precursors requires a complex and
expensive vacuum system. Recently, metal deposition by large-area VUV induced
decomposition

of

metalorganic

compounds

have

appeared

[107,115,116,117],

Metalorganic decomposition is a liquid-based method of depositing thin films, and does
not require a vacuum. A metalorganic precursor, dissolved in appropriate solvent, is
dispensed onto a substrate. After the solvent is evaporated, a VUV is used to decompose
the metalorganic film, converting the metalorganic precursors to their constituent metal
elements. A variety of thin films (Au, Cu, Pd, etc) have been deposited onto various
substrates using different types of VUV radiation sources. The production of thin films
by VUV-induced metalorganic decomposition offers several advantages over other thin
film deposition methods. The process occurs at ambient temperature and pressure without
gas transport and, therefore, needs no complicated vacuum equipment. Precursor
materials can also be synthesized to incorporate a wide variety of metals. Since the metal
ion and the organic radicals in the metalorganic materials are held together by weak
bonds, the compounds decompose at relatively low temperatures. As a result,
temperature-sensitive materials can also be coated.
Large-area VUV sources with high photon fluxes provide a relatively low cost
method for industrial large-area processing. In our experiments, we have demonstrated
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that palladium, copper, and gold thin film deposition from their corresponding organic
compounds using the DBD VUV source, which radiates a high intensity Lyman-a line at
121.6 nm. The high energy (10.2 eV) of Lyman-a photons is sufficient to break the bond
between the metal ion and the organic radical in most metalorganic materials. Very
uniform thin palladium film and direct pattern writing have been achieved in our
experiment. Palladium thin films may act as catalysts for subsequent electroless metal
deposition. This method can be used for deposition and patterning of various types of
metallic, semiconducting, and nonconducting films for various applications.

5.2.1 Experimental Procedure
Palladium acetate (Pd(OCOCH3)2, Pdac) was dissolved in chloroform solution,
and Pdac films o f 100 ~ 1000 nm thickness were prepared by spin-on coating on glass,
quartz, and silicon substrates. The resulting palladium acetate thin films were then
directly irradiated with the high intensity Lyman-a line (121.6 nm) from the cylindrical
DBD based VUV lamp source operating in a Ne and H2 mixture with varied operation
pressures from 1 Torr to 500 Torr. Fig. 5.10 shows the experimental setup. The discharge
chamber had two quartz windows installed on the front and back sides and aligned with
the discharge tube so that a laser beam could pass through the center of tube. The glass
substrate was a round plate with thickness of 100 pm and coated with palladium acetate
at a spin-speed of 1500 rpm. The precoated substrate then was located in the same
chamber as the discharge tube, allowing the film to be directly exposed to the Lyman-a
radiation with a power density of about 10 mW/cra2. A photon detector and an Nd:YAG
laser o f wavelength 622 nm were used to measure the film's transmission. The changing
of transmission was read from a power meter. The progress of palladium deposition could
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be determined by measuring the change in the transmission at different pressures and
exposure times. The palladium acetate film thickness was measured using a Tencor
Alpha step 200 profilometer. After exposure, the resulting palladium film thickness was
measured with AFM (Digital Instruments Dimension 310). The transmission and
reflection of palladium acetate films and palladium films were measured from UV to NIR
by using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 spectrophotometer.

C ham ber
S u b s tra te
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\

D etector
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P ow er m eter

Q u artz
tu b e

E le c tro d e s

Fig. 5.10 Experimental setup for VUV photodissociation.
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5.2.2 Palladium Thin Film and Its Characterization
Palladium Acetate Decomposition
The absorption of photons (hv > 3.0 eV) in palladium acetate initiates a
photoreaction that leads to decomposition into palladium and volatile products of organic
species as follows:
Pd(OCOCH3)2 ->
Pd + COCH3+ + CCH3++ CH3+ + C 0 2 + H20

(5.2.1)

Ref.118 described the decomposition mechanisms of palladium acetate with VUV
radiation. In that experiment, all the products have been observed with mass spectrometry
(MS). From the evolution of the FTIR spectra of the palladium acetate films after
exposure to VUV radiation, it showed that products such as +COCH 3 , +CH3, CO2 , and
H20 were decomposed from palladium acetate and the lamp-induced decomposition
appeared to be mainly photochemical.
Pd Formation
By measuring the transmission of 622 nm laser light through Pd acetate films, the
formation of the Pd layer versus time was examined. The transmission of the films
decreased very quickly at the beginning (60 seconds). After that, a flat transmission curve
was observed (Fig. 6.11). This indicated that palladium film had been completely
decomposed and pure Pd film had formed. Comparing with other VUV sources, the time
to totally obtain the palladium film was shorter with our 121.6 nm radiation lamp.
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Fig. 5.11 Evolution of transmission of palladium and palladium acetate
film as a function of exposure time at a pressure of 3 torr.

The decomposition rate of palladium acetate was dependent upon the pressure.
The change of transmission in the palladium acetate and palladium films under different
pressures is shown in Fig. 5.12. At a pressure of 3 Torr, the complete decomposition of
palladium acetate was achieved in 1 minute. At higher pressures, the transmission change
was dramatically less than that at lower pressures. Clearly, the decomposition rate of
palladium acetate at higher pressures was much less than at lower pressures. This result
was in agreement with other experiments in ref. 119. In our system, the discharge gas was
ventilated, so the volatile decomposition products, which would attenuate the radiation of
Lyman-a, could be removed from the chamber.
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Fig. 5.12 The time to obtain 95% palladium at different pressures.

Transmission and Reflection of Pdac and Pd Films
With the spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9), we measured the
transmission and reflection of palladium acetate films and palladium films (100 nm thick)
from wavelengths of 200 nm to 1000 nm. Fig. 5.13 shows the transmission of palladium
acetate film without the exposure of 121.6 nm radiation. From 600 nm to 1000 nm the
transmission of palladium acetate film is about 80%, and it is transparent. Fig. 5.14 shows
the transmission o f the palladium acetate film exposed to 121.6 nm radiation for a couple

of minutes and formation a palladium film. As shown in the figure 5.14, the transmission
of the thin film is less than 5%. This means the palladium film was formed on the glass
substrate and had less transmission.
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Fig. 5.13 The spectrum, measured with spectrophotometer, of the
transmission of palladium acetate film.
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Fig. 5.14 The spectrum, measured with spectrophotometer, of the
transmission of palladium film.
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the reflectivity of palladium acetate and palladium
films, respectively. The reflectivity of palladium acetate film is about 17% from 200 nm
to 1000 nm and the reflectivity of palladium film is increasing with wavelength and
obtained 60% at 1000 nm. From literature we know that the reflectivity of pure palladium
bulk is 72% at 1000 nm.
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Fig. 5.15 The reflectivity of palladium acetate film.
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Fig. 5.16. The reflectivity of palladium film.

X-Ray Diffraction
Under continuous illumination by the Lyman-a line, the first Pd crystallite
appeared and started to grow until it formed a homogeneous thin conductive metallic
palladium film over the glass substrate. Using X-Ray diffraction (XRD), the crystal
structure of the palladium film was studied. In our experiment, a Rigaku X-Ray
diffractometer (k = 1.538 A) was used to measure the spectra. First, we measured
palladium acetate film and we did not find the diffraction peak (Fig. 5.17). After the
sample was exposed to Lyman-a, we then measured the sample. Fig. 5.18 shows the
XRD spectrum of the palladium thin film.
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Fig. 5.17 XRD spectrum of palladium acetate film.

Fig. 5.18 XRD spectrum of palladium film after dissociation.
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A significant diffraction peak shows at an angle of 40.1°, which is identical to the
diffraction angle (20) of characteristic Pd [111] crystal. Here we use Bragg’s law to
verify the lattice structure.
Consider parallel lattice planes spaced d apart. The X-ray radiation is incident in
the plane o f the film surface. The path difference for X-rays reflected from adjacent
planes is 2d sin 6 , where # is measured from the plane. Constructive interference of the
radiation forms successive planes that occur when the path difference is an integral
number, n, o f the wavelength, A. According to Bragg law
2d sin# = nA

(5.2.2)

From the XRD data, we have 20 = 40.1°, n = 1 and A = 1.538

A. From equation (5.2.2),

we can obtain
i
n^
1.538
. _
j
d = — :— = — :------------- = 2.243 A.
2 sin# 2sin(20.05°)

(5.2.3)

According to the atomic properties of Pd, the crystal structure of Pd is fee (111). So we
have the equation for the distance of two adjacent parallel lattice planes
dihkl) = a ( h 2 + k 2 + l 2)~U2 = a i 31/2
For Pd, the lattice constant a = 3.887
d = a / 3 in =2.244

(5.2.4)

A. Thus

A

(5.2.5)

The results that were calculated using equation (5.2.3) and (5.2.5) are the same. This
means the film that formed on the substrate is exactly the palladium film and it is crystal

line.
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Thickness and Resistivity Measurement
The initial thickness of palladium acetate was approximately 300 nm. After
irradiated with Lyman-a, the thickness of palladium was about 50 nm. This significant
change of thickness was due to the loss of volatile products and organic species during
the decomposition process. The other reason was the density of palladium is much higher
than palladium acetate. The homogenous thin Pd film was observed with an optical
microscope and an SEM. A Four-point technique was applied to measure the electrical
resistivity of the palladium film. We found that the resistivity is approximately 200
pQ-cm for a 50 nm thick palladium film.

5.2.3. Direct Pattern Writing
Mask Making
Contact printing photolithography was employed to directly write a Pd pattern
with a MgF2 mask. The optical materials that transmit in 121.6 nm wavelength are MgF2
and LiF, but LiF is hygroscopic and mechanically soft, so in our experiment an MgF2
window with a 1” diameter and 1 mm thickness was used for mask making. The MgF 2
mask was formed by pattern gratings in photoresist using i-line contact lithography. Fig.
5.19 shows the procedures for making the mask. First, a master mask with 1 pm lines and
1 pm spaces was contacted to the MgF2 window, which had been precoated with i-line
photoresist. Then, the MgF2 window was exposed with UV light and developed. The
resist lines on the MgF2 window were opaque to 121.6 nm light and the spaces without
resist were transparent.

The 121.6 nm transmission of resist and MgF2 window was

measured directly with our DBD lamp and the PMT on the monochromator. From the
measurement, the transmission of 300 nm thick resist is less than 1% and transmission
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through the pure MgF2 window is 67%. The MgF2 window patterned with photoresist
could be used as a mask for 121.6 nm lithography. With our lithography facility, we
made 5 pm line pattern masks. Cornell University National Nanofabrication Facility
assisted us in making the 1 pm line pattern on MgF2 masks using their optical lithography
facility. Fig. 5.20 shows the optical microscope photograph of MgF2 mask with 1 pm
lines and 1 pm spaces.

Cr Mask
MgF
Photoresist

UV light

I I I I 1
B)

Cr Mask
M gR

c)

MgF.

Fig. 5.19 The procedure for MgF2 mask making, a) photo resist coating, b) exposure,
c) after developing.
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Fig. 5.20 Optical microscope photograph of the MgF2 mask with 1 pm lines
and 1 pm spaces (the light lines are the resist lines).

Pattern Writing
The MgF2 mask was intimately contacted with the palladium acetate coated 1”
diameter and 1 mm thick glass wafer. A C-mount holder was used to hold the MgF2 mask
and the glass substrate. After exposure to 121.6 nm light, the transparent area was
irradiated with VUV photons and palladium lines were formed, while palladium acetate
on the opaque area remained unchanged. We used chloroform liquid to wash out the
residual palladium acetate and pure palladium lines were left on the glass substrate. Fig.
5.21 shows the procedure of palladium pattern making with contact printing.
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1 2 1 .6 nm Light

I

\

I

I

I

MgF2 Mask

a)

Glass

b)

c)

Fig. 5.21 The procedure of palladium pattern writing, a) contact printing, b)
after exposure, and c) after palladium acetate removal.

Fig. 5.22 is an optical microscope photograph of the palladium pattern, which was
exposed with Lyman-a radiation for 2 minutes under the low-pressure (3 Torr) discharge.
Fig. 5.23 displays an SEM micrograph of the pattern on the glass substrate with a line
width of 5 pm and 5 pm spacing. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the SEM micrograph and
microscope graph of the palladium pattern with 1 pm lines and 1 pm spacing. From these
figures, we observed that clear 5 pm and 1 pm palladium lines were obtained.
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Fig. 5.22 Optical photograph of the palladium pattern (5 pm lines by 5 pm spaces).

Fig. 5.23 SEM image o f palladium pattern (5 pm lines by 5 pm spaces).
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Fig. 5.24 SEM image of palladium pattern (1 pm lines by 1 pm spaces).

' “‘f

Fig. 5.25 Optical photograph of palladium pattern (1 pm lines by 1 pm spaces).
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Palladium film had been formed on a glass substrate using the 121.6 nm discharge
source. The growth rate of palladium was affected by radiation density and discharge
pressure. High-energy photons, strong radiation flux, and low pressures enhanced the
photodecomposition

of

palladium

acetate.

The

results

obtained

with

the

spectrophotometer, XRD, and SEM showed that the palladium films obtained were of
good quality. Direct patterning of palladium lines was demonstrated with lithography,
yielding lines o f 1 pm width. Lines of width less than 1 pm should be possible, and
would depend on a suitable MgF2 mask.
Cornell University National Nano fabrication Facility also made an MgF2 mask
with 200 nm line patterns using their e-beam lithography. However, the resist on that
mask was PMMA and, from measurement, we found that the thin PMMA film is
transparent to 121.6 nm radiation, so this mask could not work for pattern writing. The
other problem is the resolution limitation of contact printing. Equation (1.3.2) defined the
minimum linewidth that can be obtained by contact printing. According to this equation,
if the resist thickness is 300 nm, the linewidth will be 200 nm, assuming a perfect
contacting at 121.6 nm radiation. For our system setup, a 500 nm line pattern will be
feasible. In conclusion, the direct palladium pattern writing with feature size less than 1
pm is possible with the photodissociation by Lyman-a and this method offers attractive
applications in microcircuits, multichip interconnects, direct lithography, and prototype
fabrication.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1 Dissertation Summary
The novel high-power 121.6 nm radiation source based on dielectric barrier
discharge has been successfully developed for advanced lithography applications. The
structure, which featured two electrodes wrapped outside the cylindrical dielectric tube,
provides this source with some outstanding advantages such as compact size, easy
operation, high power, and low cost.
A very intense and spectrally clean Lyman-a line was detected with a
monochromator by operating the discharge in high-pressure neon mixed with trace
amounts of hydrogen, which was driven by an RF power supply system. A strong
radiation line only at 121.6 nm with narrow linewidth (less than 0.1 nm) was observed in
the VUV region under the proper mixture of neon and hydrogen with a dynamic gas flow.
From the experiment, the optimum ratio of gas mixture was about 0.06% hydrogen in
neon gas by volume. If the hydrogen ratio was low, there was not sufficient hydrogen
atoms excited and thus the Lyman-a radiation was low. However, at higher ratios, the
recombination o f atomic H into H2 was more dominant and reduced the radiation of
Lyman-a line.
Since the discharge was DBD, pressure played a significant role. The electron
energy o f the discharge was dependent on the value of pd, the production of pressure and
electrode gap. The p d range for this discharge was from 50 Torr cm to 1000 Torr cm, and
we found the pressure for highest intensity Lyman-a radiation was around 180 Torr. At
lower pressures, the breakdown field was higher and neon excimer generation was not
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sufficient, so the radiation intensity of Lyman-a was lower. When the pressure increased,
the quenching process dominated due to increasing electron density and excimer density,
so that the radiation intensity dropped.
High intensity Lyman-a radiation was obtained with high RF input power. We
could input 800 W RF power into the discharge and achieve a total (4n) Lyman-a
radiation power of 8 W with an intensity of 12.3 mW/cm2 at a distance of 5 cm from the
detector to the source. That intensity was high enough for the lithography requirement,
which only needs around 1 mW/cm2. The maximum conversion efficiency (1.65%) from
RF power to Lyman-a power occurred at an input RF power of 200 W, a gas pressure of
200 Torr, and a 0.06% H 2 gas mixture. With water-cooling electrodes and proper
temperature control, the discharge could continually run over hundreds of hours with an
output power fluctuation of less than 2%. This cooling system also allowed the lamp to
run at a high power level without degradation from heating.
The transient emission of Lyman-a was measured with the monochromatorphotomultiplier system. The Lyman-a peaks occurred continually and randomly with a
pulse width (FWHM) of about 4 ns. The pulse density and the average intensity increased
with the input RF power.
At high pressure, the discharge was a high intensity filament in the center of the
tube. From the 2-D and 3-D beam profiles, we found the beam size was about 2 mm
diameter and that size was suitable as a lithography source.

A model that involves the processes of discharge physics and plasma chemistry
was used in this study. By modeling the discharge, the parameters of the discharge could
be optimized and the results were in agreement with experimental measurements. From
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the model we concluded that the efficiency of generating Lyman-a was a function of
pressure, total input energy, and density of hydrogen. The time-dependent electron
current, neon excimer density, and excited hydrogen were illustrated. From the energy
transfer sequences, we concluded that the radiation of Lyman-a occurred continually and
randomly and would not be identical with the rf phase. This conclusion was in agreement
with the results of our experiment measurements.
The electrical circuit of the discharge was modeled to achieve high efficient
power transfer and obtain a high power Lyman-a source. Since the rf source and the load
were not matched directly, a “Il-network” was placed between them. The advantages of
this network were that it could match any discharge and provided added flexibility. In our
experiment, we controlled the ratio of the reflected power to source power at less than
2%. We measured the discharge currents and voltages at different input powers and,
based on these parameters, we calculated Rd, sin(y/), Xd, and

C ab-

The capacitance (Q ) of

dielectric layers was a very important factor that determined the voltage loaded on the
plasma. It should be as large as possible in comparison to voltage on the plasma
capacitance (Cp). There were methods to increase Q , including increasing dielectric
constant k, increasing the electrode area, and reducing the dielectric thickness.
The discharge was optimized by simulation using XOOPIC software. Results of
the simulation were the electric field, electron energy and the electron and ion density
profiles. At the application of an electric field, electrons gradually moved to the center of
cylinder, so the density on the center area was much higher than the area near the tube
wall. According to the simulation, the discharge filament was about 2 mm in diameter,
which was consistent with our experimental results. In the steady state, the center of the
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tube had a high electron density of 2 x 1017 cm'3. The electric field in the electrode region
was higher than other regions, and had peaks at the edge of the electrodes, which had an
intensity o f 6 x 105 V/m. The average temperature of the electrons, 8 eV, in the steady
state, was also obtained.
We also demonstrated strong Lyman-a radiation from low-pressure argon with
trace amounts of hydrogen discharge. Argon discharges under both low and high
pressures were studied to analyze the atomic resonance transition at VUV region. At lowpressure discharge, we found argon atomic lines at 104.8 and 106.6 nm, which
corresponded with metastables P 2 and Po levels. These metastables increased the
ground-state hydrogen atom by collisional dissociation of H 2 and excited the hydrogen
atoms by resonant energy transfer. At low pressure, this energy transfer was enhanced, so
strong Lyman-a radiation was obtained. When the pressure increased, the metastable
population decreased and as a result the Lyman-a was weak. As the pressure continually
increased to atmospheric pressures, the discharge mechanism was silent discharge with
dominating argon excimer radiation peaking at 126 nm. In the meantime, the Ar2*
excimers resonantly transferred energy to molecular oxygen and excited the oxygen
atoms, which emitted a strong atomic line at 130 nm. If we mixed H2 and 0 2 in argon in
controlled amounts, we observed that the Lyman-a radiation dominated at low pressure
and oxygen atomic triplet around 130 nm dominated at high pressure. Radiation lines
ranging from 100 nm to 130 nm were studied and we found that only Lyman-a line at
12.6 nm, considering spectra and intensity, would be an ideal source for lithography
applications.
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The lamp source was sent to MIT-Lincoln Lab for 121.6 nm lithography
applications. Before using it in near-field lithography, the source was calibrated. The
stability and radiation intensity met the requirement for lithography. By using a near-field
phase shift MgF2 mask, a large area of patterns with 63 nm feature size line was obtained.
The feasibility of lithography at 121.6 nm wavelength was proven that would enable
extension of many o f the optical technologies developed at 193 and 157 nm. It was also
shown that our

nm lamp was a stable source for lithography and other advanced

1 2 1 .6

imaging work.
Another application was
photodissociation with

1 2 1 .6

direct palladium pattern writing using VUV

nm light irradiating a palladium acetate thin film on a glass

substrate. A good quality palladium thin film was formed on the substrate from palladium
acetate film after Lyman-a radiation. The palladium film was characterized with a
spectrophotometer,

X-ray

diffraction,

SEM,

profilometer,

and

conductivity

measurements. By using our lithography utility, we made the MgF2 mask with 5 pm
lines. Cornell University National Nanofabrication Facility assisted us in making 1 pm
line pattern MgF 2 masks using their optical lithography facility. With these masks, we
obtained 5 pm and 1 pm line patterns by contact printing lithography. Using optical
microscopy and SEM, the patterns of palladium lines were seen to be clear and with good
quality.
Based on the results of source characterization, the initial lithography experiment,
and the direct pattern writing with VUV photodissociation, we concluded that the stable,
high power

1 2 1 .6

nm radiation source was suitable for lithography, nano fabrication, and

other applications.
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6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Light Usage Improvement
The geometry of the discharge unit is a cylindrical dielectric tube. Only the light
that radiates from the axial direction can be used and most of the

1 2 1 .6

nm radiation was

absorbed by the dielectric wall. Although we can apply high rf power to obtain enough
intensity for lithography application, the efficiency of utilizing radiation is still low.
There are some methods such as reflective mirroring, a reflective coating can be applied
inside the discharge tube, to optimize the beam propagation and thus improve the
efficiency. If this efficiency is improved, the electrode water-cooling can be avoided for
some applications that do not need high intensity.

Large Area Structures
Based on the current design of the discharge lamp, the radiation source can be
developed as a small discharge source using a small hollow tube. This source can be used
to treat the irregular surface of a small area. On the other hand, we also can make a high
power source with a large discharge tube with more rf power. This source can be used for
large area treatment at high intensities.

High-resolution Lithography
A stable 121.6 nm lamp source can make optical lithography possible and can
extend many optical technologies developed at 193 and 157 nm and their application to
the 35-50 nm generations. We have used two kinds of printing technologies, contact
printing and near-field phase shift printing. But the feature sizes are still limited. A
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projection system is still the best method to obtain 35-50 nm feature sizes. However, a
projection system at that wavelength requires very high-numerical apertures and allreflective optical designs are probably impractical. So, searching for the suitable optical
materials is the biggest issue for

1 2 1 .6

nm lithography.

Applications for Material Processing
High intensity Lyman-a radiation sources have potential applications for material
surface processing because they have high photon energy, which has at least twice the
covalent bond strength of most molecules, and plays a vital role in the initiation of
photochemical processes. The related applications include polymer surface modification
and material etching and coating.

High-temperature Processing at Atmospheric Pressure
The discharge can be operated at atmospheric pressures without high vacuums.
We have demonstrated the argon discharge at atmosphere and a high density, hightemperature plasma was obtained. If high power lasers or microwaves are applied to the
plasma, the plasma will absorb the energy efficiently and rise the temperature rapidly.
This fast high temperature can be used for metal heating and improvement of the
performance of metal. Metal processing applications include brazing, sintering,
carbonizing, annealing, tempering, nitriding, and coating.
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121.6 nm radiation source for advanced lithography
Jianxun Yan, Ashraf El-Dakrouri, Mounir Laroussi, and Mool C. Gupta3'
Applied Research Center, College o f Engineering and Technology, Old Dominion University, Newport News,
Virginia 23606

(Received 28 May 2002; accepted 26 August 2002)
A vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light source based on a high-pressure cylindrical dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) has been developed. Intense and spectrally clean Lyman-a line at 121.6 nm was
obtained by operating a DBD discharge in neon with a small admixture o f hydrogen. The spectrum,
optical power, stability, and efficiency o f the source were measured. The influence o f the gas
mixture and total gas pressure on the VUV intensity has been investigated. Maximum optical power
o f 3.2 W and spectral width < 0.03 nm was achieved. Power stability o f ±2% for 100 h o f operation
has also been obtained. The newly developed Lyman-a line source at 121.6 nm appears very
promising for advanced lithography and other applications. © 2002 American Vacuum Society.
[DOI: 10.1116/1.1515302]

breakdown. On the other hand, the electron density in a m i
crodischarge can be controlled again by pressure and by the
Lithography at 157 nm with fluorine lasers is widely con
properties o f the dielectric barrier. The simplicity, versatility,
sidered to be the last generation o f conventional photolithog
and low cost o f the DBD make them attractive for generating
raphy methods for sub-100 nm device fabrication. 100 nm
the Lyman-a line.
lithography and beyond will be performed with nextDue to the high excitation energy o f rare-gas ions or ex
generation lithography technologies such as x-ray, extreme
cited rare-gas atoms, the Lyman-a line can be obtained under
ultraviolet (UV) ( ~ 13 nm), electron beams, and ion beams.
various excitation conditions when trace amounts o f hydro
But these alternatives represent a more radical deviation
gen are added to rare gas. For example, intense Lyman-a
from the present optical-based technology, and thus they en
was observed in He H2 mixture near atmospheric
counter more engineering challenges.1 It has become appar
pressure.10 Argon/hydrogen mixture in low pressure glow
ent that a more mainstream extension o f optical lithography
discharge has been investigated to generate vacuum ultravio
should be considered as well. One o f the alternatives is 121.6
let (VUV) for the photochemical treatment o f polymer
nm technology. Therefore, the development o f an intensive
surfaces 4 Energy transfer from neon ions to hydrogen mol
121.6 nm light source appears to be necessary.
ecules has been studied by an e-beam induced light source to
121.6
nm, Lyman-a line ( 2 p 2P 0^ > l s 2S), is emitted obtain a strong intense Lyman-a line.11 Neon-hydrogen
from an atomic transition in hydrogen, and is sufficiently
mixture in a high-pressure discharge was shown to be a very
narrow for lithography. There are many plasma-based meth
efficient and selective method for generating Lyman-a.5 The
ods which can achieve 121.6 nm line emission. Examples are
process o f neon excimer formation, the resonant energy
arc discharge,2 microwave excited discharge,3 glow
transfer from neon excimer molecules to molecular hydro
discharge,4 microhollow cathode discharge,5 and laser in
gen, and subsequent light emission are shown as follows:
duced plasma.6 Here we explore a discharge lamp based on a
N e + e ~ —>Ne+ + 2 e “ ,
(la)
variant o f the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD).7 The DBD
configuration is characterized by the presence o f at least one
N e+ + 2N e—+Ne]~ + Ne,
(lb)
dielectric layer in the current path between the electrodes and
discharge space.8,9 The dielectric barrier serves two func
N e2 + e “ ->N e* + Ne,
(lc)
tions. It distributes the microdischarges evenly over the en
where Ne* denotes a metastable neon atom. Alternatively,
tire electrode area and it limits the amount o f charge and
Ne* can be the product o f direct electron impact:
energy that can be fed into an individual filament. The
plasma conditions o f these microdischarges are ideal for exN e + e - —»Ne* + e~ .
(Id)

I. INTRODUCTION

cimer formation, in w hich a major fraction o f the energy

gained by the electrons in the electric field can be deposited
in excited atomic and molecular states. One important fea
ture o f the DBD is that the plasma parameters can be influ
enced and thus optimized by external means. The reduced
electric field E/n (n is gas density), which mainly controls
the mean electron energy, can be influenced by the pressure
in the discharge, the electrode spacing, and voltage slope at
“'Electronic mail: mgupta@odu.edu
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Neon excited molecular complexes without stable ground
states, also called excimers, are formed by a three-body re
action o f a metastable neon atom and two atoms in the
ground state
N e* -t-N e+ N e—►Ne* -t-Ne.

(2)

Resonant energy transfer from Ne* (1 4 .8 ± 0 .8 e V ) to mo
lecular hydrogen leads to H2 dissociation (4.48 eV) and ex
citation H* (10.2 eV),
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Quartz tube
F ig . 1. Cylindrical DBD configuration with ring electrodes.

N e* + H2—> 2 N e+ H + H * (« = 2 ).

(3)

Excited hydrogen atoms spontaneously emit the Lyman-a
line
H * - > H + M 1 2 1 .6 nm).

(4)

II. EXPERIMENTS
The discharge geometry used in our experiments is cylin
drical, featuring a hollow quartz (or alumina) tube and two
copper-ring electrodes wrapped around the outer surface o f
the tube7,12 (see Fig. 1). Since the electrodes are out o f the
discharge volume, electrode erosion and contamination o f
the plasma with metal vapor is avoided. The length, diam
eter, and thickness o f the tube, and the distance between the
ring electrodes are variable, thus the plasma can be opti
mized by adjusting external parameters.
The experimental setup consists o f the discharge unit,
monochromator, detector, gas inlet and outlet assembly,
pump system, and rf power supply with impedance matching
network. The system is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The
discharge unit is a 115m m X 8m m o.d. X 4 m m i.d. quartz
tube, which connects with two flanges by two O-rings to
vacuum seal the tube. The whole discharge unit is fixed on
an 8.5 cm six-way cross cube, on which a monochromator
and photodetector can be easily mounted. The monochro
mator is connected with the cube chamber by a flange
adapter, on which a window could be installed. The system
can either have a window or be windowless. For the
Lyman-a line, the LiF window was used to transmit the ra
diation, because its short-wavelength cutoff is at 105 nm. On
the other side o f the cube, the gas inlet flange and detector
chamber, which contains a filter and a silicon photodiode, are
mounted. The discharge is ignited with a rf power supply
system, which consists o f a 13.56 MHz rf generator and an
impedance matching network.
Before generating the plasma, the discharge unit, mono
chromator, and detector were evacuated to 10“ 6 Torr. High
vacuum was necessary before filling the neon and hydrogen
gas, to avoid emission from impurities such as O, N ,.... Two
flow meters, one connecting with high purity neon and the
other with 1% hydrogen/neon mixture (research grade), con
trolled the flow rate and ratio o f hydrogen and neon. A
needle valve and flow meters were adjusted together to con-

J

K

F ig . 2. Schematic drawing o f the experiment setup. (A) Quartz tube, (B)
chamber, (C) monochromator, (D) gas inlet and outlet flange, (E) filter, (F)
semiconductor detector, (G) needle valve, (H and I) valves, (J) turbo pump,
(K) roughing pump, (L) rf generator, and (K) matching network.

trol the flow rate and to maintain a constant pressure in the
lamp. The lamp was operated in a dynamic mode, which had
a gas flow rate o f 600 seem. The plasma was initially ignited
at a relatively low pressure (less than 100 Torr). The dis
charge formation rf power depended on pressure p, electrode
gap width d, and type o f dielectric.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Emission spectra were measured with a 0.2 m McPherson
scanning monochromator (model 320). Intense Lyman-a ra
diation was observed as the only strong radiation in the en
tire VUV spectrum. Figure 3 shows the emission spectrum at
a pressure o f 500 Torr, with a neon gas containing 0.058%
hydrogen and a flow rate o f 600 seem. The emission line has
a bandwidth o f less than 0.1 nm full width half maximum
(FWHM) and was limited by the resolution o f the monochro
mator, which has grating o f 1200 G/mm. The range o f hy
drogen from 0.03% to 0.12% was found to be the ideal range
to achieve a Lyman-a line dominated spectrum. Beyond this
range, the intensity o f the line would dramatically decrease,
and other lines, 130 nm from oxygen, 156 and 165 nm from
carbon, would relatively increase. According to our experi
mental results, the optimum ratio for intense Lyman-a line is
about 0.06% hydrogen in neon. The pressure and electrode
gap also influenced the intensity o f Lyman-a. From our ex
periment, the optimum range o f p d value was from 5 0 -1 0 0
Torr cm. This represents a great advantage over many other
discharge types, because o f the relative simplicity in chang
ing the pressure-electrode gap product. Thus in a fairly
simple way one can adjust this important plasma parameter
to optimize the yield o f the excimer and Lyman-a emission.
The absolute intensity o f the Lyman-a radiation was mea
sured by a silicon photodiode13 (IRD company, model
SXUV-100), which has 1 cmX 1 cm active area and 0.01
AAV responsivity at 121.6 nm. A narrowband filter located
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between the discharge unit and the detector was used. It has
peak transmittance at 119.6 nm, FWHM o f 13.5 nm, and a
transmission efficiency o f 15% at 121.6 nm. Although visible
light in the red region was radiated with a low intensity
compared to the Lyman-a nm radiation (1:30), it is necessary
to block out this radiation with the filter. The intensity that
the detector measured was that o f 121.6 nm. The discharge is
a filament source with 2 mm diameter and 3 cm length. The
calculation o f total power was based on a line source. Figure
4 shows the total optical power increased with rf input
power. At a pressure o f 500 Torr and rf input power o f 200
W, we obtained emission intensity o f 5.3 mW/cm2 on detec
tors, which had a distance o f 5 cm from the front edge o f the
source. The maximum total optical power o f 3.2 W and with
an efficiency o f 1.6% was obtained. In order to generate
more power, a stronger rf field should be applied to the dis
charge. For increased efficiency, the impedance o f the dis
charge and that o f the rf generator should match. Since the
capacitance o f the discharge was variable, a wide loadmatching range network was specially designed to meet the
impedance matching criterion.
Beam profile was measured to identify the emission inten
sity across the beam cross section. At low pressures the tube
was filled with the discharge, and the whole section had a
nearly uniform intensity. As the pressure increased, the dis
charge restricted toward the center and a filament between
two electrodes was formed. The front view o f the discharge
appeared like a 2 mm diam disk, and the side view was a line
source. Figure 5 shows the two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D) beam profiles at 500 Torr. Since we could
not image beam profile at 121.6 nm directly, these images
were based on the visible light generated in the discharge.
Power stability is an important criterion for a lamp used in
lithography applications. Preliminary tests showed that our
source was capable o f continuous operation over a 24 h pe
riod with rf input power o f 120 W and total optical power o f
about 2.0 W (Fig. 6). The average emission intensity on the
detector was 3.34 mW/cm2 with a distance o f 5 cm from the
source. During the 24 h o f operation the power fluctuation
was less than ±2% and without power degradation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a DBD-based VUV source that
emits strong radiation at 121.6 nm. Using high-pressure neon

F ig . 5. 2D and 3D beam profile.
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with a small admixture o f hydrogen, an intense and nearly
monochromatic source at the Lyman-a line was built with
FWHM less than 0.03 nm. The emission spectrum, optical
power, efficiency, beam profile, and stability were investi
gated. High power emission up to 3.2 W at 121.6 nm was
achieved. This study demonstrated that it is possible to
achieve high power, spectrally narrow and stable 121.6 nm
sources from a compact lamp for advanced lithography and
other applications.
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High power 121.6 nm radiation source
Jianxun Yan and Mool C. Guptaa)
Applied Research Center, College o f Engineering and Technology, Old Dominion University, Newport News,
Virginia 23606

(Received 8 July 2003; accepted 29 September 2003; published 9 December 2003)
A high power 121.6 nm radiation source based on dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) has been
developed. Lamp parameters such as gas pressure, discharge tube diameter, electrode area and gap
were optimized to maximize the 121.6 nm radiation power. Higher rf power was coupled to
discharge by applying a flexible rf network, which matched the impedance between the source and
discharge. The discharge was optimized by simulation using XOOPIC software to model the lamp.
The simulation results were in agreement with our experimental measurements. The stable, high
power (8 W) radiation source was achieved and it could be used as a reliable source for lithography
and other applications. © 2003 American Vacuum Society. [DOI: 10.1116/1.1627801]

I. INTRODUCTION
Photolithography using VUV light source o f wavelength
121.6 nm has been evaluated to be a promising candidate for
extending optical lithography beyond 157 nm.1 In previous
articles,2,3 we have reported a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
light source based on a high-pressure cylindrical dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD), which was capable o f producing
intense and spectrally clean hydrogen Lyman-a line at 121.6
nm. The lamp generated Lyman-a line radiation via resonant
energy transfer from neon excimer molecules to molecular
hydrogen, which leads to dissociation and excitation. The
output spectrum in the VUV region showed the strong
Lyman-a line at 121.6 nm with linewidth less than 0.03 nm.
Strong and stable radiation power was obtained, which had
total power o f 3.2 W in the 4ir solid angle. This source was
used for metrology and initial lithography experiments and
some initial results were obtained. However, due to transmis
sion and reflection losses o f optical elements, this source still
needs to be further improved to achieve high power radiation
for practical exposure intensity level.
The lamp parameters such as discharge pressure, tube di
ameter, electrode area and gap have been optimized for
maximum radiation power. In order to reduce the rf reflected
power and efficiently couple rf power in discharge, a rf net
work was designed. By measuring rf power, voltage and cur
rent, the resistance and reactance o f discharge were calcu
lated. Water-cooling was used to minimize the electrode
heating for enhanced discharge performance. The discharge
was optimized by simulation using XOOPIC software to
model plasma as discrete macroparticles interacting with EM
field.

detector chamber. The discharge chamber was carefully de
signed for easy operation and measurement. A water-cooled
copper ring clamp around a quartz tube was used as an anode
electrode. The distance between the anode and cathode could
be easily adjusted. For increased efficiency, the impedance o f
the discharge and that o f the rf generator need to be matched.
For this purpose, the rf cable from matching network was
directly connected to the anode and a rf wattmeter (Model 43
from BIRD Electronic Corp.) was used to measure rf input
power. An ac current probe (Mode P6021 from Tektronix
Inc.) was looped around the cable to measure the discharge
current.
x o o p ic is an object-oriented two-dimensional relativistic
electromagnetic particle-in-cell code developed at the Uni
versity o f California at Berkeley.4 The x o o p ic code can
handle electrostatic and electromagnetic simulations and
relativistic and nonrelativistic particles. It has been used to
simulate a wide range o f challenging problems, including
plasma,5 ion implantation, high-power microwave devices,
and particle accelerators.6 The XOOPIC code has implemented
Cartesian and cylindrical geometries. Our discharge structure
has cylindrical ( r - z ) geometry as shown in Fig. 2. The
simulation geometry is a 2D cylindrical region with radium
o f 8 mm and length o f tube as 45 mm. The anode and cath-

M onochrom ator

Electrode

RF Cable

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION
The experimental system consisted o f discharge chamber,
measurement system, rf power source, and vacuum pumping
system. The schematic setup and details were described in
Ref. 2. Figure 1 shows a photograph o f discharge chamber,
which is connected to a monochromator and VUV radiation
“’Electronic mail: mgupta@odu.edu
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F ig . 1. Experimental setup.
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Fig. 2. 2D cylindrical geom etry and sim ulation m odel param eters.

ode were located outside the dielectric tube, and each one
had a width (w) o f 10 mm. The distance between two elec
trodes called g is 15 mm. The thickness o f the tube wall (d)
is 1 mm. The boundary is closed with dielectric material.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Emission spectra were measured at high pressure (100
Torr to atmosphere pressure) with a neon gas containing
0.06% hydrogen. The radiation intensity at 121.6 nm varied
as a function o f gas mixture pressure with a fixed input rf
power o f 200 W (Fig. 3). A maximum intensity was obtained
at 180 Torr. At low pressure the intensity at 121.6 nm radia
tion was lower due to the high breakdown fields and insuf
ficient neon excimer generation. In the high pressure region
the intensity decreased with pressure. This was due to atomic
hydrogen recombination into H2 . The recombination was
more predominant at higher H2 density, which resulted in a
faster decrease o f the Lyman-a radiation. Two plasma gen
eration tubes o f sizes, 15 mm o.d.X 13 mm i.d. and 8 mm
o.d. X 6 mm i.d. were used. The radiation intensity from

larger tube was about 10% higher than the smaller, because
o f more discharge volume. The thickness o f tube was a factor
that affected the discharge breakdown and radiation intensity.
We used 1 mm thick tube because we could get higher ion
ization, resulting in higher intensity o f VUV radiation than
when a thicker tube was used. The radiation intensity at dif
ferent electrode gap was also measured. From the experiment
the optimum electrode gap was from 10 to 25 mm at a gas
pressure o f 200 Torr. The important feature o f this DBD was
that the plasma parameters could be easily changed and thus
optimized.7 The mean electron energy was controlled by the
pressure in the discharge, the electrode spacing and the prop
erties o f the dielectric barrier.
If the discharge was driven directly by a rf power source,
then generally power could not be transferred efficiently
from the source to the discharge. A matching network can be
placed between the source and load so that the supplied
power from the source can be equal to the absorbed power
by the discharge. Figure 4 shows that equivalent circuit for
matching the rf power source to the discharge using a
7r-network. The power source was modeled by its Theveninequivalent circuit, consisting o f a voltage source with com
plex amplitude VT in series with a source resistance R T and
discharge was modeled as a load having impedance Z D
= R d + j X D , where R D is the discharge resistance and X D is
the discharge reactance, typically X D> R D . R n and X D are
functions o f the discharge-absorbed power P abs, and are de
termined from
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where C ab is the discharge capacitance, w is the rf radian
frequency, and / , is the current through the discharge. The
network circuit consists o f two variable capacitors and a
fixed value inductive coil. By adjusting these two capacitors,
the matched condition o f maximum power transfer between
the source and the load can be reached. The time-average
power absorbed by the discharge can be expressed as

1 fr
^ a b s= -

Fig. 3. 121.6 nm radiation intensity dependence on gas pressure.
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F ig . 5. Total optical power dependence on the input rf power at gas pressure
o f 200 Torr.

where / rf{ r) = /j cos a>t, i/r= tan ^(RDIXD)= (RD/XD), r
= 2 ir / w, and Vr{ is the voltage across the discharge. Under
matched conditions, the power supplied by the source, P T,
equals the power absorbed by the discharge,
P*bs = P r -

(4)

The supplied power P T was measured by the rf wattmeter,
and the current /rf, and voltage VTt- were measured with
probes and displayed on an oscilloscope. From Eqs. (1), (2),
and (3), w e determined R D, X D, and Cab. In our system, if
rf input power is 100 W, we have current 7, = 0.6 A, VTf
= 1500 V. Under the conditions o f electrode area 2.5 cm2
and electrode gap 15 mm, we have /?D= 5 5 0 o h m , X D
= 2775 ohm, and Cab = 4.2pF . The calculated values were
in close agreement with the actual values used in the
experiment.
The absolute Lyman-a radiation power was measured
with a special silicon photodiode (IRD company, model
SXUV-100). Figure 5 shows the total optical power variation
with rf input power from 50 W to 900 W at conditions o f 200
Torr gas pressure, 0.06% H2 mixture, and a gas flow rate o f
660 seem. The total radiation power o f 8 W at 800 W o f rf
input power was obtained. The previous results discussed in

Ref. 2 had an optical power o f 3.2 W at rf power o f 200 W.
With improved water-cooling and rf matching, we were able
to inject higher rf power in the discharge to obtain higher
optical intensity. The emission intensity at this power was
12.3 mW/cm2 for a distance o f 5 cm between the detector
and the front edge o f the source. The maximum electrical to
optical conversion efficiency was 1.65% at gas pressure o f
200 Torr. The VUV output increased with increasing input
energy due to the corresponding increased in the electron
density. But if the density gets too large, the VUV efficiency
dropped due to quenching collisions o f exited species with
electrons.
Due to collisional momentum transfer between the oscil
lating electrons and the neutrals, some part o f the power
deposited in the bulk plasma caused heating.8 Heat generated
in high pressure nonequilibrium plasma wasted energy and
often caused unfavorable temperature rise in the discharge
fields. In DBD discharge, most o f the input power was se
lectively transferred to the dielectric electrode. This was be
cause microdischarges spread into a surface discharge on the
dielectric wall, covering much larger area than the original
filament diameter. In our system, the temperature could reach
over 1000 °C. High temperature could significantly damage
the copper electrode and the quartz tube, so the watercooling system was necessary. Both electrodes were
equipped with water-cooling circuits, and the temperature
was controlled appropriately for better operating conditions.
The discharge was simulated using the XOOPIC code with
a rf voltage, which had a frequency o f 13.56 MHz. Typical
results o f simulation were the electric field, the electron and
ion density-profiles. These values were taken at 1CT6 s,
which is approximately 13 times the rf period, and did not
change significantly with time, so we considered approach
ing the steady state. Figure 6 shows the distribution o f elec
tron and ion in the r - z cylindrical geometry. At the initial
condition the electron and ion were distributed evenly over
the whole volume with a density o f 1015 cm - 3 . Under the
formation o f the electric field, the electron moved to the
center o f the cylinder. At the steady state, the center o f the
tube had high electron density o f 2 X 1017 cm - 3 . The highenergy electron collided with the neutral gas and ionized the
neon, thus more ions were formed and more Lyman-a radia

i - r p h a s e •spactf fo r e le c tro n s

F ig . 6. Radial and axial distribution

for (a) electrons (b) neon ions.

(*)

(b)
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F ig . 7. Electric field along (a) radial
direction; (b) axial direction.

(*)

tion emitted from the center o f the tube. According to the
simulation, the discharge filament was about 3 mm diam,
which was consistent with our experimental results.2 Figure
7 shows the variation o f electric field along radial (r) and
axial (z) directions. The E field at the electrode region was
higher than the other region, and had peaks at the edge o f the
electrodes, which had an intensity o f 6X 105 V/m. The high
E field at the electrode region pushed the electron and ion to
the tube center. The average temperature o f the electron was
also obtained, which was 8 eV at the steady state. This en
ergy was suitable for the excitation o f a rare gas atom and the
formation o f the excimer. Simulation results allowed us to
choose optimum discharge tube size, tube wall thickness, and
electrode gap.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The rf parameters, discharge tube diameter, thickness,
electrode area and gap, gas pressure were optimized to maxi
mize the radiation power at 121.6 nm wavelength. With the
rf network and water-cooling circuit higher rf power was
coupled in discharge, and a total radiation power o f 8 W at
121.6 nm was achieved. By using x o o p i c software to model
and simulate the lamp, the discharge parameters, electron
and ion distribution, electric field, electron density and en

fl»
ergy were obtained. From the results o f measurement and
initial experiment, the stable, high power (8 W) radiation
source should be suitable for photolithography and other
applications.
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Direct metal pattern writing by VUV photodissociation
Jianxun Yan and Mool C. Gupta3'
Applied Research Center, College o f Engineering and Technology, Old Dominion University,
Newport News, Virginia 23606

(Received 2 June 2004; accepted 9 August 2004; published 10 December 2004)
An efficient process for direct pattern writing o f thin metallic films has been developed using a
121.6 nm vacuum ultraviolet source by photodissociation o f metalorganic materials. The optical
reflection, crystal structure, and surface morphology o f photodissociated palladium thin films were
studied using a spectrophotometer, x-ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscopy. A pattern o f
5 p m palladium lines separated by 5 p m spaces was produced on glass substrate by contact printing
lithography. © 2004 American Vacuum Society. [DOI: 10.1116/1.1802871]

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past, metalorganic materials for growing thin films
o f metals, dielectrics, and semiconductors have generally
been gases, as used in laser-induced chemical vapor deposi
tion. Metalorganic gases, such as A12(CH3)6, Ge(CH3)4, and
Cr(CO)6, have been decomposed to metal films using lasers
and vacuum ultraviolet (V U V ).1' 5 Unfortunately, depositing
metals from gaseous precursors requires a complex and ex
pensive vacuum system. Recently, metal deposition by largearea VUV-induced decomposition o f metalorganic com
pounds has been reported.6-8 Metalorganic decomposition is
a liquid-based method o f depositing thin films, and does not
require a vacuum. A metalorganic precursor, dissolved in ap
propriate solvent, is dispensed onto a substrate. After the
solvent is evaporated, a V UV source is used to decompose
the metalorganic film, converting the metalorganic precur
sors to their constituent metal elements. A variety o f thin
films (Au, Cu, Pd, etc.) have been deposited onto various
substrates using different types o f VUV radiation sources.
The production o f thin films by VUV-induced metalorganic
decomposition offers several advantages over other methods
o f thin-film deposition. The process occurs at ambient tem
perature and pressure without gas transport, and therefore
needs no complicated vacuum equipment. Precursor materi
als can also be synthesized to incorporate a wide variety o f
metals. Since the metal ion and the organic radicals in the
metalorganic materials are held together by weak bonds, the
compounds decompose at relatively low temperatures. As a
result, temperature-sensitive materials can also be coated.
Large-area VUV sources with high photon fluxes provide
a relatively low-cost method for industrial large-area pro
cessing. In this article, we have demonstrated that palladium,
copper, and gold thin-film deposition can be achieved by
decomposition from their corresponding organic compounds
using a V UV source based on a dielectric barrier discharge
(DBD).9,10 The high-energy (10.2 eV) o f Lyman-alpha pho
tons is sufficient to break the bond between the metal ion and
the organic radical in most metalorganic materials. Very uni
form thin films o f palladium and direct pattern writing have
been achieved in our experiment. Palladium thin films may
“'Electronic mail: mgupta@odu.edu
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act as catalysts for subsequent electroless metal deposition.
This method can be used for deposition and patterning o f
various types o f metallic, semiconducting, and nonconduct
ing films for various applications.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Palladium acetate [Pd(OCOCH3)2; (Pdac)], obtained from
Alfa Aesar, was dissolved in chloroform solution. Thin films
o f Pdac o f 1 0 0 - ~ 1000 nm thickness were prepared by spincoating on glass, quartz, and silicon substrates. The resulting
Pdac thin films were then directly irradiated by the highintensity Lyman-a line (121.6 nm) from a cylindrical DBDbased V UV lamp source9,10 operating in an N e and H2 m ix
ture at various pressures between 1 and 500 Torr. Figure 1
shows the experimental setup. The glass substrate and dis
charge tube were in the same chamber, allowing the film to
be directly exposed to the Lyman-a radiation with power
density o f 10 m W /cm 2. A photon detector and an He-Ne
laser o f wavelength 632.8 nm were used to measure the
film’s transmission. The progress o f palladium film deposi
tion could be determined by measuring the change in trans
mission at different pressures and exposure times. The Pdac
film thickness was measured using a Tencor Alpha step 200
profilometer. The thickness o f palladium film after decompo
sition was measured with atomic force microscopy (Digital
Instruments Dimension 3100). The transmission and
reflection o f palladium film were measured from UV to
near infrared (NIR) using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9
spectrophotometer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Palladium thin film
The absorption o f photons { h v > 3.0 eV) in Pdac initiates
its decomposition into palladium and volatile organic species
as
Pd(OCOCH3)2 -* Pd + COCH3+ + CCH3+ + CH3+ + C 0 2
+ H20 .
The decomposition mechanism o f Pdac with VUV radiation
has been discussed in literature.11 The formation o f Pd over
time was determined by measuring the sample’s transmission
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100

for laser light at a wavelength o f 632.8 nm. The transmission
o f the films decreased rapidly during the first 60 s, a flat
transmission curve was then observed (Fig. 2). The flat curve
indicated that the palladium film had completely decom
posed and pure Pd film had formed. Compared with other
VUV sources, our 121.6 nm radiation lamp achieved palla
dium film in the least time.
The decomposition rate o f Pdac also depended on the
pressure in the chamber. Figure 3 showed the time to obtain
95% metal palladium in films under different pressures. At a
pressure o f 3 Torr, the Pdac decomposed completely within
1 min. At high pressures, it took much longer time to decom
posed the palladium acetate. This result was similar to that o f
other experiments mentioned in,12 which also provided an
explanation. In our system, the discharge gas was ventilated,
removing volatile decomposition products that would attenu
ate the Lyman-a radiation.
With continued illumination at the Lyman-a line, the pal
ladium crystallite appeared and started to grow until it
formed a homogeneous palladium film on the glass substrate.
The film was examined by optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The crystal structure o f palla
dium film was studied by x-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure 4
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3. Time to achieve 95% palladium metal content in films under differ
ent pressures.
F ig .

shows the XRD spectrum taken by a Rigaku x-ray diffracto
meter (X.=0.1538 nm). An intense diffraction peak occurs at
40.1°, which is the same diffraction angle (26) as for the
characteristic Pd [111] crystal. The initial thickness o f Pdac
film was 300 nm; after irradiation with Lyman-a, it reduced
to 50 nm. The thickness change is due to the loss o f volatile
products and organic species during decomposition. Another
reason for the lower final thickness is that palladium is much
denser than Pdac. With the spectrophotometer, w e measured
the optical transmission and reflection o f 100-nm-thick
films o f Pdac and metal palladium from wavelengths
200 to 1000 nm. The transmission o f the Pdac film was
about 80% at wavelengths from 600 to 1000 nm, while the
transmission o f the metal palladium film was less than 5%
[Fig. 5(a)]. The reflectivity o f Pdac was 17% from
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F i g . 2. Evolution o f light transmission through palladium and Pdac film as a
function o f exposure time at pressure o f 3 Torr.
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4. XRD spectrum o f palladium film after photodissociation.
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o f the 300 nm resist was less than 1%, while the transmis
sion o f the pure MgF2 substrate was 67%. An MgF2 substrate
patterned with photoresist was used as a mask for 121.6 nm
lithography.
A C-mount held the MgF2 mask in contact with a Pdaccoated glass wafer o f 1 in. diameter and 1 mm thickness.
After exposed to 121.6 nm light, metal palladium lines were
formed, while Pdac in the opaque area remained unchanged.
Chloroform was used to wash out the residual Pdac, leav
ing pure palladium lines on the glass substrate. Figure 6 il
lustrates how palladium patterns are made by contact print
ing. Figure 7 is an optical microscope photograph o f the
palladium pattern, which was obtained with Lyman-a radia
tion exposure for 2 min under low-pressure discharge condi
tions. Figure 8 displays a SEM micrograph o f the pattern on
the glass substrate indicating a line width o f 5 fim.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
200 to 1000 nm. The reflectivity for metal palladium in
creased with wavelength, with 60% at 1000 nm [Fig. 5(b)],
From literature, the reflectivity o f pure bulk palladium is
72% at 1000 nm. The four-point probe technique was used to
measure the electrical resistivity o f the palladium film, giv
ing a resistivity o f about 200 / t i l cm for a 50-nm-thick film.

B. Direct pattern writing
Contact printing photolithography was used to directwrite palladium patterns with a MgF2 mask. The optical ma
terials that transmit 121.6 nm wavelength are MgF2 and LiF.
Flowever, LiF is hygroscopic and mechanically soft,13 so that
in our experiment MgF2 with 1 in. diameter and 1 mm thick
ness was used for mask fabrication. The MgF2 mask was
fabricated by patterning grating lines in photoresist using
i-line contact lithography. First, a master mask with 5-/im
lines and 5-/401 spaces was contacted to the MgF2 substrate,
which had been precoated with i-line resist. The resist on the
MgF2 substrate was then exposed and developed. The resist
lines on the MgF2 substrate are opaque to 121.6 nm light,
while the spaces with no resist are transparent. The transmis
sion o f the resist and substrate was measured directly with
our DBD lamp and the photomultiplier tube coupled to the
monochromator at 121.6 nm wavelength. The transmission

Palladium films have been formed on a glass substrate
using a 121.6 nm radiation source. The growth rate o f palla
dium is affected by radiation density and discharge pressure.
High-energy photons, strong radiation flux, and low opera
tion pressures enhanced the photodecomposition o f palla
dium acetate. The results obtained with the spectrophotom
eter, XRD, and SEM show that the palladium films obtained
were o f good quality. Direct patterning o f palladium films

F ig . 7. Optical micrograph o f palladium pattern (5 /j,m lines separated by
5 /xm spaces).
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8. SEM micrograph o f palladium pattern.

was demonstrated using standard lithography process, yield
ing lines o f 5 yam width. Lines o f width less than 1 yam
should be possible. The direct writing method offers attrac
tive applications in microcircuits, multichip interconnects,
direct lithography, and prototype fabrication.
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